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Connections
research for a changing world

New projects
The Institute certainly has
a number of exciting new
projects either about to start,
or underway this year. ILWS
researchers have secured
two new projects which
will see them continue and
extend their research on
environmental water The
two new two major three
year Monitoring, Evaluation
and Research projectsone for the Edward/Kolety-Wakool, the other for the Murrumbidgee - are
funded by the Commonwealth Environmental Water Office. These build
and extend on our previous five year Long Term Intervention Monitoring
(LTIM) projects for the same river systems.
Other new projects include a project looking at encouraging the use of
pump screens to boost native fish stocks; the Xayaburi Dam project in
Laos which has gone from pilot to implementation phase; an Australian
Water Partnership/ UN Food and Agriculture project that is looking at
modernising irrigation agriculture for environmental benefits in South East
Asia, and two projects researching the effects of the River Murray Southern Spring Flow 2019. Find out more about these projects and more from
Page 3.

Opinion: There needs to be an urgent and independent audit of the

Murry-Darling Basin according to ILWS Adjunct Professor John Williams
and Professor R. Quentin Grafton, ANU. Read more from page 40.

Profiles
This issue we profile Dr Xiaoying (Sha sha) Liu, our new post-doc; Dr
Nicholas Pawsey, from the School of Accounting and Finance, and new
ILWS Adjunct Dr Paul McInerney, a member of CSIRO Land and Water’s
Managing Water Ecosystems group. Read more from page 37.
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From the Director
by Professor Max
Finlayson

The Final Statement
The research outlined in our recent
biennial research report provides
some interesting reading, not only
because of the breadth of coverage,
but also, in my mind, also the greater
emphasis on multi-disciplinary and
integrated research.
My judgement is based on what was
included in the newsletters and on
the web pages some 10 or more
years ago. The amount of research
has increased as seen by the
number of projects, as have the outputs (the publications). It may seem
a digression, but even using the
word outputs represents a change
– it was not uncommon to have
referred to outputs as outcomes.
As we enter a world where academia
is being asked to address and identify impact of research it does represent a major change in thinking,
not just in word usage. That is, we
are not referring to the publication as
the outcome. If you are not following
what I am trying to say I’d ask you
to take more time to consider the
implications of the words, and from
outside of academia.
But that is a digression. The point
I was most interested in was the
nature of our research, well, at least
some of it. The multi-disciplinary
(or is it trans-disciplinary) nature of
some our projects is something I
find fascinating. We have had some
incredibly fascinating projects, and
continue to have. Not only good
research, but fascinating in terms
of their mix of skills and activities,
and people and institutions, and the
impact.
As our biennial reports provide a
great coverage of these I’m not

about to repeat this. Rather I’ve been
contemplating several of the projects
I’ve been in involved with recently.
I’m starting with the groundwater
and livelihoods project in Pakistan.
This follows on from some previous
groundwater research we undertook,
and involves a mix of researchers
from ILWS and from various institutions in Pakistan. It’s a complex
project by that very fact alone. It
includes a lot of capacity enhancement, including Pakistan researchers
visiting Australia and being exposed
to the puzzle that now resembles
our national efforts to reform water
allocations across the Murray-Darling
Basin.
When I read some of our media
coverage of what is happening in the
Basin under drought conditions I do
wonder what others could learn from
this. But leaving some of the bizarre
politicised utterances aside it does
represent the bewildering multiplicities and uncertainties of a complex
social-ecological system.
The work in Pakistan has some
lessons for us here, mainly given
the focus on using participatory
approaches and deriving impact
pathways. By being complex it is not
straightforward, but then again when
I worked on strategies for the lower
Volga and the lower Volta rivers, as
examples, we would have benefitted from more understanding of both
participatory approaches, and impact
paths. This was evident when at one
workshop the fisheries and water
resources teams did not see why
they should sit and talk with each
other – they had after all, not done
so before.
Another project, or rather a combination of projects, has been addressing the potential of bringing rice
paddy and fish culture together.
Both rice and fish are important food
resources, and need water, but not
necessarily at the same time, or the
same quantity. But losing one at the
expense of the other also seems a
missed opportunity if not an actual
stupidity, at least superficially. So,
how can these be brought together?
I’d immediately go back to some key
words in the above example, namely
multi-disciplinary and participatory,

and consider how these could help
address what is yet another complex problem in a world where food
supplies are not always secure or
equitably available. In this case the
research is overtly based around
several of the UN Sustainable Development Goals.
At the same time I am working on
a paper that considers how a focus
on one Goal without consideration
of the others may lead to a decline
in the others. In other words, how
can we integrate between the Goals
or across them? Keep in mind that
the Goals are a global effort to help
individual countries lift people out of
poverty and ensure environmental
sustainability.
I also think the Murray-Darling Basin
provides a test case of the difficulties
and some of the outcomes we don’t
want to see, and which are unlikely
to be fixed when it rains again. As it
will, as various media have reported,
based on information derived from
some of the utterances of the more
erudite commentators.
It is complex. There is a lot of uncertainty around such issues. There
is though less and less uncertainty
around the evidence that our institute, our colleagues, have produced,
which can and has made an impact.
We have secured the academic
outputs that build our reputation, and
contributed knowledge and practice
to secure outcomes that may lead
to real impact on policy and practice
around the issues of concern.
As I leave the Institute I’d like to
congratulate all those that have contributed to our enhanced research
profile, to encourage all those that
are developing further contributions,
and to particularly thank those that
helped others along the path that the
institute has taken since its inception.
Opportunities abound, and we have
the teams to grasp these and contribute. Thank you team – your many
and diverse contributions and views
are part of our “DNA” and valued as
such. Diversity is also the essence of
academia – keep the ideas coming,
share your views and critiques (with
respect) as you seek opportunities to
help each other.
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New projects
Biodiversity Conservation theme
Screens for Streams: Boosting native fish stocks through
improved water extraction practices. Nayeem, T., Pawsey, N. &
Baumgartner, L. (2019-2023) NSW
DPI-NSW Recreational Fishing Trust
grant, $253,165. Total budget of the
project is $314,490.
The main objective of this project is
to promote pump screens to NSW
user groups. These screens not only
protect pumps from impeller clogging, lost suction, and pump wear,
they prevent fish from being sucked
through the pump. The screens
utilise an internal backwash system
able to blow debris off and away
from the screens, and allow the
water to flow freely to the pump.
This project will involve interviews
and focus groups with a wide range
of potential and current screen users
(i.e. irrigation farmers, water businesses, Local land Services) and
other stakeholders across NSW.
An analysis of these interviews and
focus groups will allow the researchers to understand the level of awareness of pump screening options; the
economic, social and environmental
drivers of adoption; the overall value
proposition for different potential user
groups; and help determine the most
appropriate methods/channels of
disseminating pump screening information to potential users and other
stakeholders.
As Oregon in the U.S. is regarded
as a world leader for pump screen
utilisation, the researchers will
participate in a study tour in Oregon,
and, as part of that tour, attend a
Fish Screening Task Force meeting
in 2020.
A Pump Screen Communication Plan
will be finalised within the first 12
months of the project. The plan will
be refined throughout the project in
response to research findings and
other feedback and will include an
engaging calender.
A Pump Screen website will be
developed to promote pump technol-

ogies; screening costs and benefits;
relevant screening research; showcase site results, and other information. Other communication channels
will include media releases, information sheets, and social media.
In years 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the project
Pump Screen Workshops will be
hosted at various locations in NSW.
Across the five year project, an
annual survey will be used to monitor screen uptake levels, awareness
levels and screen user attitudes
towards the benefits and challenges
of screen installation and use.
The expected outcome of this project
is a better understanding of pump
screens and greater use which will
result in less fatalities in native fish
populations.
Advancing fish-protection screening at Australian water diversions
Baumgartner, L. (2019-2022) NSW
DPI, $105,000
This project provides additional funding to support a PhD candidate who
will be part of a multi-disciplinary
team of CSU and NSW DPI ecologists, engineers, economists and
science workers working to develop
Australia’s first fish-screening program by evaluating pilot projects in
NSW, developing Australian screen
design guidelines, building awareness and ensuring screening programs are underpinned by rigorous
science.
Applications are currently being
sought, with the successful applicant
to commence in 2020. More information
Drivers of fisheries recruitment
in semi-arid river systems. Baumgartner, L. (2020 – 2022) NSW DPI,
$26,500
This project will provide additional
industry funding to support an ILWS
PhD scholarship recipient.
Semi-arid river systems are among
the most highly impacted of the
world’s freshwater aquatic environments. Fish, are among the most
affected biota in these environments
with many species in decline or near
extinction. Successful natural spawn-

ing and recruitment is the key to the
long-term conservation of numerous
species but in many cases the key
drivers of these processes are poorly
understood.
The proposed PhD project will work
across two semi-arid river systems
to identify the drivers and the scales
that fish recruitment and productivity
operate at.
The focus of the proposed project
will be on connectivity and natal
origin of key fish species. The project
will be undertaken in the MurrayDarling Basin and in South Africa
in association with a newly-formed
MOU with the University of Mpumalanga.
It is anticipated that the work will lead
to a greater understanding on the
recruitment dynamics of fish across
multiple continents which will in turn
lead to improved river management
and applicability of this work at a
global scale.
Sustainable Development (International) theme
Assessing fisheries mitigation
measures at Xayaburi Dam in Lao
PDR. Baumgartner, L., McPherson,
J., & Ning, N. (2018-2022) ACIAR,
$1.4M
This project commenced last year
with initial funding of $320,000 from
ACIAR. The project, which has been
extended for a further three years,
has gone from the “pilot phase” to
the “implementation phase.”
The Lower Mekong Basin fishery—
the world’s most productive inland
fishery — is currently under threat
from the proposed development of
eleven dams on the main stem of the
Mekong River.
Evidence from dam developments
elsewhere throughout the world
suggests that the Mekong dams will
block many migratory fish species
from accessing crucial feeding,
spawning and nursery habitat, and
thereby prevent them from completing their life cycles. The first of these
dams, at Xayaburi, in Lao PDR, is
due to become operational in October 2019.
(more next page)
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A record level of investment has
been put towards mitigating the
impact of the Xayaburi Dam on fish
passage, with the goal of setting
the best-practice standard for future
main stem dam developments.
The effectiveness of the Xayaburi
fishway remains untested, and a
strategic research program has been
proposed to address this issue.
Charles Sturt University is partnering
with KarlTek Pty Ltd, Xayaburi Power
Company, National University of Lao,
Living Aquatic Resources Research
Centre and Fish Matters IP, to develop optimal techniques for assessing
the performance of main stem dam
fishways in the Lower Mekong Basin.
The research team will then apply
these techniques to evaluate fish
passage at the site.
Currently the project is in its early
stages. Much of the focus thus far
has been on developing passive integrator transponder (PIT) tagging to
determine configurations best suited
to Mekong species, and on establishing boat electrofishing technology
to PIT tag wild populations of fish at
the Xayaburi Dam site. Research
activities are planned to continue
until 2022.
Goat production systems and
marketing in Laos and Vietnam.
Millar, J. (2019-2022) Led by University of New England. ACIAR,
$165,824
The aim of the project is to enhance
income-generating opportunities for
goat raising households in Lao PDR
through the development of productive, environmentally sustainable,
socially acceptable and gender sensitive production systems accessing
high-demand markets in Vietnam.
Estimates of productivity vary widely
and there is a need to understand
the relative role of goats in farming
systems and household economics, including any household risks in
changing or expanding goat production, and farmer motivations to do so.
Dr Joanne Millar’s role in the project is to assist with the design and
analysis of socioeconomic surveys
and development of a learning alli-

ance of stakeholders. Joanne will
also contribute to building capacity
for research and development of
goat production in Lao PDR and initiate scaling out of project findings.

eries Development Centre, WorldFish, Delft-IHE, MDBA, Department
of Agriculture and Water Resources,
and the International Water Management Institute.

Modernising irrigated agriculture
to protect and restore aquatic biodiversity and ecosystem services
in SE Asia. Baumgartner, L., Finlayson, M. & Conallin, J. (2019-2021)
Australian Water Partnership/UN
Food and Agriculture Organisation
(UN FAO), $484,562.

The expected outcomes of the project include:
• Improved technical and policymaking capacities for practitioners and decision makers from
the agriculture, environment and
irrigation sub-sectors with regard
to best-practice agricultural
water management for enhancing aquatic biodiversity and
protecting ecosystem services
• Increased coordination between
ministries (and stakeholders)
in the agriculture/irrigation and
NRM/environment sectors
• Enhanced national government
capacity to design technicallysound and bankable irrigation
and environment projects for
government and/or donor funding
• Greater awareness among major
funding organisations as to the
technologies and approaches
that are available to reduce the
environmental impact of their
agriculture investments, specifically related to aquatic biodiversity and ecosystem services.

The project will develop the tools,
guidelines and in-country capacities required to more systematically
include biodiversity and ecosystem
service considerations in irrigation
rehabilitation, extension and modernization programs.
Irrigation investment programs, collectively, are worth billions of dollars
in the Southeast Asia region. With
increased awareness of the benefits
of multi-functional ecosystems, there
is an opportunity to apply considerable Australian expertise and technology to aquatic ecosystem management in the region.
Activities will include:
• Assessment and collation of
existing expertise in Australia
and across the South East Asian
region, translated into detailed
and context-specific technical
guidelines and training materials;
specifically focusing on two case
studies.
• Extensive stakeholder consultation and buy-in, targeting
champions and practitioners in
Indonesia and Myanmar
• Capacity development and
training program targeting local
champions and decision-makers
• Aligning with existing on-ground
initiatives (funded by CSU and
ACIAR) in Myanmar and Indonesia seeking to improve fisheries productivity at irrigation
infrastructure using engineering
solutions
Organisations involved in the project
are CSU, Myanmar Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Irrigation, Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries
of Indonesia, ACIAR, Mekong River
Commission, South-East Asia Fish-

Environmental Water theme
CEWO’s Monitoring, Evaluation
and Research Program
Over the past five years two teams of
ILWS researchers have contributed
new knowledge that has underpinned the adaptive management of
environmental water in the MurrayDarling Basin (MDB).
These projects were part of the
Commonwealth Environmental
Water Office’s (CEWO) Long Term
Intervention Monitoring Project (LTIM
Project) which facilitated the monitoring and evaluation of the contribution
of Commonwealth environmental
water delivery in the MDB from July
2014 to June 2019.
The LTIM program was implemented
at seven Selected Areas with ILWS
researchers leading two LTIM projects - for the Edward-Wakool River
System and the Murrumbidgee River
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System. ILWS researchers have
secured two new projects which will
see them continue and extend their
research on environmental water.
The CEWO-MER Program (2019
to 2022) has been broadened to
include monitoring, evaluation and
research activities undertaken within
a single integrated program. The
CEWO have also provided funds to
increase the engagement with local
communities.
Monitoring, Evaluation and
Research – Murrumbidgee. Wassens, S. & Hall, A. (2019-2022),
CEWO
The focus of the Monitoring,
Research and Evaluation Plan for
the Murrumbidgee selected area is
on largescale cost-effective monitoring activities, rather than intensive
small-scale monitoring within a single
habitat type.
The benefit of the large-scale
approach is that it provides a more
robust framework upon which to
base Selected Area evaluation of
the contribution of Commonwealth
environmental water and build on the
significant amount of data and information that was collected under the
previous above mentioned projects.
This large project is basically an
extension of previous monitoring
and evaluation of indicators - wetland hydrology, stream metabolism,
fish communities (both river and
wetland), larval fish, vegetation and
diversity, frogs, tadpoles and turtles,
and waterbird diversity.
However it also incorporates additional research programs that value
add to the existing monitoring
program. These research priorities
include:
• Optimisation models for
improved water management
• How do refugia support floodplain species?
• Frog calling dynamics
• Bittern distribution and habitat
use
• Reptile responses to flow management
• Avian botulism impacts on
breeding success

Monitoring, Evaluation and
Research – Edward/KoletyWakool. Watts, R., Howitt, J.,
McCasker, N., Liu, X. & Trethewie, J.
(2019-2022) CEWO, $3.15M
This new project is being undertaken
as a collaboration between Charles
Sturt University, NSW DPI (Fisheries), NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage, La Trobe University and
Streamology.

an opportunity for local people to get
involved in the research, share their
knowledge and increase their understanding of the river ecosystem.
Research on River Murray Southern Spring Flow 2019
ILWS researchers are involved in two
new projects to examine the effects
of environmental water delivered to
the River Murray system this spring.

Researchers are taking an ecosystem approach to evaluate the
responses to Commonwealth
environmental watering for the
Edward/Kolety-Wakool system. A
set of questions and indicators have
been selected that each have clear
linkages to other components of the
MER project.

The environmental water is being
delivered along the River Murray,
from Yarrawonga to the Coorong, in
an effort to provide food and shelter
for a range of animals, support native
fish spawning and water for wetland
plants in light of the continuing dry
conditions across the Murray-Darling
Basin. Southern Spring Flow 2019

The project links responses of fish
(including movement, reproduction,
recruitment and adult populations)
to environmental watering with other
indicators such as water quality, river
productivity and aquatic vegetation.

The River Murray flows, coinciding
with environmental flows from the
Goulburn River, are a joint action by
the Commonwealth Environmental
Water Holder, Victorian Environmental Water Holder, NSW Department
of Planning, Industry and Environment and South Australian Government with the MDBA as manager of
The Living Murray.

A key goal of the project is to
improve the understanding and interpretation of the interdependencies
among different indicators.
The project is extending the monitoring and evaluation undertaken for
the LTIM project. Additional carbon
and water quality monitoring sites will
enable evaluation to be undertaken
across the entire Edward-Wakool
system.
The MER program has also funded
an integrated research project focussing on the Edward/Kolety River and
the Werai Forest that is part of the
Central Murray Forests Ramsar site.
Research linking the condition of the
riverbank, water quality, river productivity, fish spawning and turtle movement and condition will improve our
knowledge and help inform the adaptive management of environmental
water in the Edward/Kolety River.
Some of the new research is being
undertaken in collaboration with local
community organisations including
the Yarkuwa Indigenous Knowledge
Centre and the Edward-Wakool
Angling Association. This provides

The flows are being managed
through some of the creeks in the
Barmah Millewa Forest before flowing further downstream in the River
Murray, and to the Lower Lakes and
Coorong.
Research and monitoring is being
done along 2000 km of the Murray
River. ILWS researchers are involved
in two projects from which they will
make recommendations about future
water management in the Murray
River system.
The projects are:
Monitoring productivity outcomes
of the 2019 River Murray Channel
multi-site water for the environment event. Watts, R., & Liu, X.
(2019-2020) MDBA through CSIRO,
ILWS-sub contract, $39,196
This project, funded by the MDBA,
is led by CSIRO Land and Water’s
Managing Water Ecosystems group
(who relocated to CSU’s AlburyWodonga campus in March).
(more next page)
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Partners in the project are Charles
Sturt University- ILWS, South
Australian Research & Development Institute, and the University of
Adelaide.
The project will study how the spring
flow influences carbon and nutrient loads and productivity along the
Murray River system from Torrumbarry weir to Murray Bridge in South
Australia.
The team began collecting weekly
water samples from 21 sites in
September and will continue until the
end of December 2019. As part of
the project the team will also be testing new technology of HydraSpectra
cameras for continuous monitoring of
dissolved organic matter and chlorophyll-a by spectral reflectance, and
the reflectance-based estimates will
be calibrated with field results.
Contribution of Koondrook-Perricoota floodplain runoff to the
productivity of the Wakool River.
Watts, R. & Liu, X. (2019-2020),
Forestry Corporation NSW, $39,610
This project will examine the outcomes of environmental water from
the southern spring flow in the
Murray River being delivered through
the Koondrook-Perricoota Forest
and into the Wakool River via Thule
Creek. It is predicted that the flows
will increase nutrient and carbon
concentrations and make a contribution to instream productivity in the
mid-Wakool River. The researchers
will also determine how far downstream in the Wakool River any
increase in primary productivity is
detectable. More information on the
flows to KP Forest are available here
https://www.forestrycorporation.com.
au/about/releases/banked-waterdelivers-crucial-flows-to-koondrookperricoota-state-forests

Internal grants
Biodiversity Conservation, and Sustainable Development (International)
theme
Enhancing the environmental
sustainability of hydropower
projects. Baumgartner, L., Robinson, W., Boys, C. (2019-2020) CSU,
$25,000.

Under the Australia-Germany Joint
Research Co-operation Scheme,
CSU and the German Academic
Exchange Service (DAAD) is funding a higher level bi-lateral exchange
program with senior academics from
Charles Sturt University and the
Technical University of Munich to
further develop an existing co-operation. The funding will be used for a
series of exchanges.
In October, Associate Professor
Lee Baumgartner, Dr Wayne Robinson and Institute Adjunct Dr Craig
Boys (NSW PI) visited the Technical University of Munich where they
explored synergies between the two
laboratories and had a short placement. During their visit, the ILWS
researchers worked with German
colleagues to run a number of
experiments in innovative hydropower technologies looking at how
the hydro plants affect fish in terms
of mortality and injury patterns.
There will be a reciprocal visit from
the German academics to CSU in
November.
Next year involves a series of placements, focussing on fieldwork and
analysis. Early career staff will crossexchange in a series of established
projects. In Germany, Australian
early career researchers will integrate into the German initiatives on
fish and hydropower.
Both universities have secured
significant research funding sourced
to progress individual programs that
staff will be working on. Technical
University of Munich is leading the
European FIT Hydro initiative which
focuses on aspects of Fish Friendly
Hydropower at various sites in Germany.
The Chair of Aquatic Systems Biology at Technical University of Munich
(Prof. Jürgen Geist) also runs a
project that ecologically compares
eight innovative and conventional
hydropower plants in terms of fish
damage, fish passage and habitat
effects. The collaboration will bring
together large international projects
for the benefit of knowledge sharing
and international exchange.
Enhancing aquatic research
capability at Albury/Wodonga
campus. Baumgartner, L. (2019)

CSU Research Infrastructure Support Scheme, $145,000
A new aquatic world-class research
facility (with funding from Snowy
Hydro Ltd, and CSU’s Division of
Facilities Management) was built
on the University’s Albury-Wodonga
campus at Thurgoona last year.
In recognition of the fact that while
the facility was built primarily for the
Predicting redfin survival through the
Snowy 2.0 scheme project, it also
has the potential to be used by other
aquatic researchers.
Funding from the RISS grant will be
used to add variety to the existing
facilities, ensuring there is sufficient
equipment to do replicate experiments.
“With access for all ILWS members,
not just the Snowy Hydro team,”
says Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner. “We have been working with
the School of Environmental Science’s laboratory staff to ensure that
we are not duplicating; that we are
enhancing existing facilities.
“We are busily now finalising the
scope of works and are working
closely with a company, Pure Aquatics, to install and operationalise the
new equipment by the end of the
year.”
The new equipment comprises of a
series of individually filtered tanks
which have disease protection built
in through UV filters. Each tank has
its own heat pump which can cool or
heat the water allowing the temperature of the water to be controlled
year round.
The staff involved in designing the
system include Lee, Jarrod McPherson, Dr Katie Doyle, Professor
Robyn Watts, Kylie Kent, Rob Cook,
Kelly Thomas and Dr Keller Kopf.
“This really will be a world class
facility that can be used year round,”
says Lee.
Changes in insect bioturbator
activity in a hotter world: consequences for soil and ecosystem
function. Turner, J.M., Frew, A. &
Menzies, A.K. (2019) Charles Sturt
University Faculty of Science Seed
Grant, $9,534.
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Project Updates
Sustainable Development (Intern
ational) theme
Quantifying improved fisheries
productivity at fish passage rehabilitation sites in Lao PDR. (20162020) Baumgartner, L., Ning, N.,
Horta, A., Conallin, J. with Thorncraft,
G. (National University of Laos),
Phonekhampheng, O. (National University of Laos), Singhanouvong, D.
(Living Aquatic Resources Research
Centre), Cooper, B. (UniSA) Marsden, T., (Australasian Fish Passage
Services) Australian Centre for
International Agricultural Research
(ACIAR) & USAID, $2.6M (initial
funding of $1.8M plus an additional
$800,000 in 2018)
Dr Wayne Robinson, who has been
involved in this project since its
inception, is very much “one of a
hardworking team on the ground” for
the work that is being done for the
Laos component of this project.
“I am the logistics manager now
let’s say but I also do the design
and analysis aspect which includes
multiple lines of evidence – social
surveys, fish surveys in wetlands,
experiments using fishways and
measuring fish,” says Wayne who
manages the project in southern
Laos.
(In 2018 the original project was

expanded to
include research
not only in Vietnam,
Myanmar, Cambodia and Thailand but and also
now onto projects
funded by the World
Bank and Asia
Development Bank
that are assessing the social and
economic benefits
of improved fish
passage.)
“In southern Laos you get huge
floods every year and a lot of the villages get flooded,” says Wayne. “So
they put these big walls in to stop the
river from flooding the village but at
the same time the walls stop the fish
in the river from going to the wetlands near the villages.”
Wayne says all nine of the irrigation
structures were refurbished with fish
friendly culverts five years ago plus
one fishway, the same design as the
initial fishway at Pak Peung, was
installed.
The construction was funded by the
World Bank and involved Institute
Adjuncts Tim Marsden, and Garry
Thorncraft (members of current
ILWS led project) in the design.
“So our task now is to see how well
the fish friendly culverts are working,” says Wayne. Monitoring began
in May this year.

Dr Wayne Robinson with project team members in southern Laos.

“The main
outcome
will be huge
for management,” says
Wayne. “We
know that
the villagers
manage the
gates on the
structures to
stop floods
and to hold
water back
later in the
season,
both of
which are
counterproductive
for fish passage. Our

Fish passage being constructed in
southern Laos.

main outcome will be to advise them
that they can have the gates open
a little bit at different times and that
fish will go into the wetlands, that’s
what we are finding out; whether that
works or not. And it is not the same
in all of the situations, they are all
different.
“We want an outcome where they
can prevent floods, grow rice from
holding water but also have more
fish available in the wetlands by
modifying the operation of these
structures. We are educating the villagers how to optimise flood mitigation, rice production and fisheries.”
Also working on the project in southern Laos are Lauren Withers, from
Townsville, a volunteer sponsored by
Volunteers Australia and supported
by the National University of Laos;
Tim Marsden and Garry Thorncraft;
and local people from the university.
“We are looking for a new volunteer
to start February or March next year
for a 12 month placement,” says
Wayne. “He or she will still be sponsored by Volunteers Australia but
we are changing the support agency
to another one of our partners, the
Living Aquatic Resources Research
Centre.”
*Wayne, as well as working on the
fish passage project, helps out with
a number of other Institute projects,
particularly when it comes to designing experiments and doing analysis.
(more next page)
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These include the Assessing fisheries mitigation measures at Xayaburi Dam in Lao PDR project and
the Developing design guidelines
for diversion screens that save
native fish and enhance agricultural productivity project.
He also helps out in Laos with the
ACIAR funded Improving the
design of irrigation infrastructure
to increase fisheries production in floodplain wetlands of the
Lower Mekong and Murray-Darling
Basins project (2016-2019) led by
Institute Adjunct Dr Craig Boys, from
NSW DPI-Fisheries.
Biodiversity conservation theme
Acoustic Observatory: a network
to monitor biodiversity across
Australia. (2017-2020) ARC LIEF
project ($900,000) led by Queensland University of Technology with
ILWS team members Watson, D.,
Luck, G. & Nimmo, D.
The huge effort that has gone into
the planning and preparation for an
Australian Acoustic Observatory that
will monitor biodiversity across the
continent has come to fruition.
In a world first, 400 acoustic
recording units are currently being
deployed at 100 sites across the
country.
“This is globally novel,” says Professor David Watson, who has been
involved in the project since its
inception. “No one has done this kind
of acoustic monitoring at this scale
before so the world’s watching. If
this works there will be many places
lining up to use this approach. Australia is leading the world here.”
David has been a team member
of the two ARC projects (led by
Queensland University of Technology) that have led to the establishment of the observatory. The initial
ARC Discovery grant for the project,
Bio-Acoustic Observatory: Engaging Birdwatchers to Monitor Biodiversity by Collaboratively Collecting and Analysing Big Audio Data.
Roe, P., Brereton, M. & Watson, D.M.
(2014-2017) was the springboard for
the current ARC Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities (LIEF)

Australian Acoustic Observatory (A20)
The Australian Acoustic Observatory (A2O) is a continental-scale
acoustic sensor network, recording for a five-year period across multiple
Australian ecosystems.
A2O will have approximately 400 continuously operating acoustic sensors collecting 2PB of sound data over the duration of the project. The
project is funded by an Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage
Infrastructure, Equipment and Facilities (LIEF) grant of $1.8 million.
The observatory is collecting one of the largest terrestrial sound datasets in the world, recording audible species across multiple habitats, and
providing high resolution spatial and temporal data.
grant, the money from which has
been used to develop and purchase
the acoustic recorders.
Mid-year David (who was on his
17th desert field trip with CSU ecology students) deployed eight units
at Sturt National Park and Toorale
National Parks in north-western
NSW. Four units were left at Fort
Grey Homestead, near Cameron
Corner, for the Wild Deserts (a
UNSW led partnership which aims
to reintroduce locally extinct mammals to Sturt National Park) team
to deploy, and another four at the
UNSW’s Fowlers Gap Arid Zone
Research Station.
The researchers have worked
closely with the Brisbane-based
manufacturer, Frontier Labs, to
design and build the new Bioacoustic
Audio Recorders (BAR) to meet their
requirements.
“It was a back and forward process,”
says David. “Usability was paramount. As a lot of these machines
are being deployed by partners
such as outback lodges or research
stations, they needed to be as userfriendly as possible.
David says the units are ideal for the
job they are to do. They are very
compact; have an integrated solar
panel and battery “which means it
has effectively continuous power if it
is out in the open”; and are easy to
install.
“They really are ‘plug and play,’”
says David. “You just attach them
with two screws to a star picket … it
takes five minutes to install and it’s
done. These new ones really are a

game-changer. The earlier versions
were way chunkier. You had to attach
cables and leads, set a big solar
panel on a big pole in the ground and
connect it to a motor-cycle battery…
it was a production.”
Three of the four original model
acoustic recorders, which David
deployed in 2014 at Toorale National
Park, are still in operation.
“We have put these new machines
next to them so we can compare the
information from the same locations,”
says David.
The new units record all sounds in
the human audial frequencies 24/7.
However, higher pitched sounds,
such as those made by bats, aren’t
recorded.
“We had some tough decisions to
make in our funding application,”
says David. “Around half of the
budget of the grant is for storage of
the data, SD cards and Cloud-based
servers. All the data is stored and
is available to anybody. It is Open
Access. But the minute you start
using ultra-high frequencies, it more
than doubles the storage you need
to save and archive it…and that
would have blown the budget. So the
units currently record sounds that are
human audial, but it’s not just birds,
its insects, frogs, goats, earthquakes,
rain, traffic…it’s a lot of things but
down the road, as it gets more costeffective to store data, as technology improves, we should be able to
record more frequencies.”
Every six months to a year, the SD
cards in the units are retrieved and
replaced with new ones with old
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cards sent to a repository at QUT
in Brisbane. The data is then taken
from the cards and uploaded to the
web.
“It’s not a direct link,” says David.
“We are a long, long away from live
uploading of the data but that’s not a
priority for us. For the scale of what
we are doing six months of delay is
neither here nor there.”
David describes what is being done
“as an entirely new way of doing
environmental science. Rather than
coming up with a question and
looking at how you are going to collect data to answer that question,
and then go out, get the data, and
answer your question, in science this
is another way of doing things. It’s
about getting one kind of data continuously…there is no question. It’s
a bit like satellite imagery. When you
send a satellite out into space it’s not
to answer any particular question, it’s
to collect data and you can answer
all sorts of questions that weren’t
even thought about when those
satellites first went up. But you can
now do that with that steady stream
of data.
“It’s exactly the same. It’s one kind
of data, it’s not imagery but sound,
so it has many different applications
from a scientific point-of-view – there
are all sorts of questions you can ask
about the impacts of seasonality on
frogs, if migratory birds are coming
earlier or later – all sorts of things

like that with longtime series.”
David says from
an environmental
reporting point-ofview, governments
across the world are
not spending more
on monitoring, they
are spending less.
“And this way of
monitoring, rather
than replacing a
trained ecologist,
it’s ticking over,
keeping tabs on a
lot of things most
of the time,” he
says. “And that will
tell large national
agencies, if they
Professor David Watson with an acoustic recording unit
want to know about
a particular thing,
where they need to
communication and nature engagego to collect more data.
ment angle.
“It is optimising the more expensive
resources we have on offer now
rather than sending trained ecologists to random places at random
times and hoping that coincides with
interesting occurrences.”

David predicts that it won’t just be
scientists who will use the data, it
might also be artists, school-children
and interested members of the
public “who may use the data for
applications we’ve never thought
of before. It’s like the most groovy
radio station
One of the acoustic recording units in situ on Truwana (Cape Barimaginable.
ren) Island - Pic L. Znidersic
You can dial
up, for free,
400 radio
stations. You
can have
the sounds
from the outback one, a
waterhole,
an island off
the coast of
Tasmania…
while you
are in your
shed working away.
There’s the
scientific
angle and
there’s also
the broader

“A lot of professionals are very concerned about how disengaged many
people have become from Nature
and this is a way of piping it through
their internet device.”
The researchers have used the vegetation maps of Australia to choose
their study sites.“Broadly speaking
there are seven broad biomes in the
continent of Australia,” says David.
“We’ve made sure we have even
representation with 15 locations in
each of those biomes straddling the
vegetation complexity of Australia
and then keeping tabs on both areas
around, and away from, water.”
David is hoping the number of
acoustic recording units across the
country will increase over time.
“From a typical ecological project
point-of-view, 400 is a big number
but from a continental scale monitoring point-of-view, 400 is a tiny
number,” says David. “We are
treating this as a very large proof-ofconcept project…. This will be a new
way of informing government decision makers about environmental
factors across the country.”
The acoustic observatory has its
own web site https://acousticobservatory.org
(more next page)
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*On September18 and 19 Professor
David Watson and Dr Liz Znidersic
worked with Truwana rangers to
deploy four acoustic recorders at
two locations on the island. Truwana
(Cape Barren) Island is managed
by the Truwana rangers, aboriginal
people managing aboriginal land.

performance
is not
always
clear.

The site is one of only a few in
Tasmania under the A2O, with others
deployed on King Island and Tasmania. Truwana is a small island south
of Flinders Island in Bass Strait.
“There’s a lot of migration of animals
between Tassie and the mainland so
King Island and Turwana are really
strategic spots to have listening stations,” says Dave.
Rural and Regional Communities
theme
CRC for High Performance Soils:
I.2.003 Collaborative approaches to Innovation. (2019-2020)
Pawsey, N., Allan, C., Frost, M.,
Lynch, J. & Wong, A. CRC Soils
$47,966.
The ILWS/CSU team involved in this
project comprises of Dr Nick Pawsey
(CI) Associate Professor Catherine
Allan, Associate Professor Mark
Frost, Dr Julia Lynch and Dr Alfred
Wong with other researchers from
Federation University, University
of Southern Queensland, Murdoch
University and the University of
Tasmania.
Then project, which began earlier
this year, is focussed on identifying
financial incentives to reward good
soil stewardship.
“Across Australia a huge percentage of our soils are constrained in
one way or another,” says Nick. “And
we know that through effective soil
management practices we can help
manage some of those constraints
and we are seeing a lot of farmers
adopt innovative soil management
practices.”
However this adoption of improved
soil management practices is not
always recognised by financial institutions whose decisions are often
focused on cash flow or profitability
considerations. The relationship
between soil health and financial

Above: School children from Merak village with their Junior Ranger
Club certificates

For the
project the researchers are running
a series of workshops, following the
principles of systemic co-inquiry, to
develop a joint research agenda with
the industry - banks, farmers, advisors and other stakeholders.
“We are looking at possible ways in
which financial markets might reward
soil stewardship, identifying the
research gaps and developing joint
research proposals for projects with
our industry participants,” says Nick.
“Can banks make better use of soil
information when assessing risk?
What soil metrics are most relevant
in this regard? Can land valuation
practices be enhanced to ensure
that soil improvements are better
recognised”?
The first workshop with about 25
participants from a range of sectors
and hosted by the NAB was held at
the end of August in Melbourne.
“We identified a number of significant opportunities for collaboration
which we will refine further through
our next two workshops in October
in Perth and Toowoomba,” says
Nick.

Completed projects
Sustainable Development (International) theme
Sustainable rangeland management to protect red panda and
herder livelihoods. Millar, J., Finlayson, M., & Tenzing, K. (2016-2019)
Darwin Initiative Fund, $540,000
Bhutan rangeland and red panda
project leaves lasting legacies
How do you reverse 40 years of land
degradation, habitat loss, starving livestock and lack of livelihood
opportunities for remote communities
in the Himalayas?
A three year research for development project funded by the Darwin
Initiative Fund started the rehabilitation process and has left lasting
legacies.
Dr Joanne Millar and Dr Karma
Tenzing from ILWS at Charles Sturt
University worked closely with government staff from the Department
of Forestry and Parks Services, and
Department of Livestock to implement a range of on-ground and
capacity building activities with the
herding community of Merak in eastern Bhutan.
Key achievements include:
•

35 hectares of eroded gullies
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to improve their health and wellbeing, the study provided a comprehensive snapshot of walking around
the city.

and Sakteng primary
schools. There has been
an increase in awareness and knowledge of
red pandas, threats and how to
protect them.

Above: Biogas unit at the village of Merak, Bhutan.

restored with 136 checkdams,
and 23,000 seedlings planted.
This has resulted in 30-40%
groundcover increase and 50%
reduction in water flow and soil
erosion.
•

•

•

•

100ha of rangeland surveyed for
red panda presence with some
evidence of scats but no images
caught on camera trap. 70 acres
fenced off for red panda habitat
restoration with good bamboo
regeneration. A Special Protection Zone declared over 200ha
of winter grazing rangelands, no
timber harvesting allowed.
79ha sown to improved pasture
and 800kg of silage produced in
a trial area. Area grazed by 50
head of yak/cattle and 30 sheep.
Two biogas units installed.
120 households trained in group
dynamics and group management. Two community savings
groups formed with 148 members. Savings up to $5,500 with
$3,500 borrowed by 10 households for new and existing enterprises such as cheese making,
wooden bowls, small shops,
carpentry and livestock.
Study tour for 12 herders to
Sikkim to learn about red panda
conservation from village communities. Two Junior Ranger
Clubs established at Merak

•

A Red Panda Conservation
Workshop was held in 2018. The
National Red Panda Action Plan
was developed and published in
2019.

The project team have submitted a
new grant application to the Darwin
Initiative Fund to conduct research
and education on red panda conservation in Bhutan and across two
transboundary areas with India.
For more information and report
copies go to https://redpandabhutan.
wordpress.com or
https://www.csu.edu.au/research/
ilws/research/summaries/2016/sustainable-rangeland-management
Rural and Regional Communities
theme
Assessing and developing a walkability index targeted to older Australians in regional cities. Whitsed,
R. & Horta, A. (2018-2019) Family
& Community Services – Liveable
Communities Grants, $30,000

The researchers mapped where 50
people aged over 65 walked. The
project participants were also asked
about their walking habits. What the
researchers (project leader Associate Professor Rachel Whitsed and Dr
Ana Horta) found was that:
• 75% of participants thought their
neighbourhood was very walkable or above average which
compared favourably to a general survey which found 54% of
the wider population held similar
views
• Older people particularly liked
to walk the Albury CBD area
for transport and leisure, and
that the area around the Albury
Library Museum was an important hub for social interaction
• The main issue was the lack of
footpaths along some busy roads
and the poor condition of some
footpaths that can limit walking in
some neighbourhoods
• Some scenic areas near the city,
such as Wonga Wetlands and
Nail Can Hill, were not easily
connected for walking, in terms
of distance and terrain, from
residential areas
“Overall the project highlights the
need for a holistic approach that
looks at making it easier for people
over 65 to walk regularly,” says Dr
Ana Horta.
The report on the project Walkability
in Regional Australia – a Liveable
Communities Project, was launched
in Albury on June 28.
*The researchers now have a
second walkability project underway,
funded by Indigo Shire, which looks
at walkability in Chiltern and Rutherglen.

This pilot project, a collaboration
between CSU and Albury City, has
investigated how walkable the city is
and why people walk where they do.
In targeting people over 65 years of
age who benefit from regular walking
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Engagement & Linkages: Regional
Conferences, workshops &
forums
Power of Engineering
Ninety-five senior high school
girls from across the Central West
attended the CSU/Power of Engineering workshop at the Bathurst
campus on August 16. This is the
fourth year that the event, which
emphasises the importance of
women getting into engineering. The
event included a workshop, run by Dr
Miao Li on offshore wind turbines.
Winton Wetlands Science Forum
On August 15 - 16, Professor Max
Finlayson and Dr Wes Ward attended the annual Winton Wetlands
Science Forum, at the wetlands
near Benalla, Victoria. Max, chair of
the Winton Wetlands Environment
Panel, chaired the first day of the
forum, the theme of which was “Connecting people with Nature.”
Wetland management in WA
From August 26 to 28, Professor
Max Finlayson, together with his
Masters student Gayle Partridge,
was in Western Australia at Manjimup in the south-west for a workshop organised by the WA Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions on managing the
Muir-Byenup Ramsar wetland.
“We were looking at causes and
responses of change under a drying
climate,” says Max. “Basically the
site has changed because of climate
change. It is affected by a drying climate which is exacerbating fire and
soil acidification.”

connected rivers; regional economic
development; population growth;
farming; and land care practices.
Orange-bellied parrots
Institute Adjunct Dr Richard Loyn
contributed to a Investment Framework for Environmental Resources
(INFFER) workshop on Orangebellied parrots for Corangamite CMA,
September 4, held in Geelong.

Community Engagement
Saving a tiny frog
Nearly 90 high and primary school
students from the Corowa area took
part in a wetland replanting activity
on July 2 as part of activities associated with a grant that the Corowa
District Landcare group and Dr Alexandra Knight have from the NSW
Environment Trust to help save the
now nationally endangered Sloane’s
froglet.
As well as being used to rehabilitate
wetlands around Corowa, the grant
is funding a cohesive wetland and
Sloane’s froglet education program.
The school students were joined by
the NSW Member for Albury, The
Hon. Justin Clancy and representatives from Federation Council.
“The habitat for the Sloane’s froglet

has steadily disappeared over the
past 200 years, and we believe community commitment and collaboration between universities, landholders, Landcare and local councils is
the key to successful environmental
protection,” says Alex whose PhD
research focused on the Sloane’s
froglet communities at Albury and
Corowa. “This project is all about
educating school children and future
planning to protect wetlands and
nature.
”The day was a lot of fun. And it was
so wonderful to see the community
really engaged in frogs and wetlands
after several years of working with
them.”
Birds in our backyard
Dr Damian Michael gave a talk on
how to attract birdlife to your garden
to the Wodonga Urban Landcare
Group on July 7.
Exploration Series
As part of CSU’s Exploration series,
Dr Lee Baumgartner gave a public
talk to an audience of more than 60
people on The Menindee Fish Kills –
How did it get to this? at the Groundstone Café in Orange on July 31. His
talk focused on the fish deaths and
water management in the MurrayDarling Basin, providing an insight on
the work, findings and recommendations of the independent panel established by the Government to assess
a series of large scale fish deaths.

Dr Alex Knight with children from the Corowa area taking part in a wetland replanting activity. Pic supplied by the Corowa Landcare group.

LGNSW Water Management Conference
Institute Director Professor Max
Finlayson was a member of a panel
session on Drought and Water Security at the 2019 Local Government
NSW Water Management Conference held in Albury, September 2 to
4. The session was presented by the
Murray Darling Association, Australia’s peak body for local government in the Murray-Darling Basin.
The Q&A style panel session considered the role of local government
in the relationship between healthy,
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introduction to the project and its
researchers, which includes ILWS
Honours student Georgina GouldHardwick.
Visit to the Albury-Wodonga
campus from Year 6 students
In what is hoped will become an
annual event, on August 7, Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner
and the School of Environmental
Science’s Matt Hunt, and lab staff
Rob Cook and Kelly Thomas,
hosted the entire cohort of Year
6 students (57) from Thurgoona
Public School at the University’s
Albury-Wodonga campus at Thurgoona for a “university experience
student day.”

Yamaji Aboriginal Ranger Gloria Fogarty with Richard McLellan in Badimia
Country.

Yamaji Women on Country
ILWS PhD student research ecologist
Richard McLellan recently presented
his ‘Santalaceae Science’ project to
Aboriginal women at three ‘Yamaji
Women on Country’ workshops held
in midwest Australia – at Geraldton,
Kalbarri, and Denham, Shark Bay in
August. Richard said the workshops,
all of which engaged Aboriginal communities within his study area, were
aimed at encouraging increased
participation by Aboriginal women in
environmental research and monitoring projects and activities within
the Yamaji region. Richard said he
was encouraged by the participants
response to the research project and
their willingness to be involved in the
study and its outcomes.

“All of the students got to experience what it would be like to be a
university student,” says Lee. “We
did radio tracking. Matt did a simulated oil spill in the lab – cleaning
up oil off birds but they also really
enjoyed the stuffed animals as
well.”
Lee also gave a short lecture on the
Mekong accompanied by an activity
sheet for the students to fill in.
He says the idea for the day came
from the school’s principal who
said that while a survey done at the
school indicated that 65% of the
year six students wanted to go on
to university, there was no formal
connection between the school

and CSU.“Hopefully some of those
children will end up coming to CSU,
further down the track,” says Lee.
“Everyone enjoyed the day.” Only
two of the children who attended
the day had been on a university
campus before.
Reptiles of Nail Can Hill
Dr Damian Michael led a community
field day to learn about threats to
reptiles of Nail Can Hill, Albury on
August 18.
Swamps Rivers & Ranges
As president of Swamps Rivers &
Ranges (a local NRM group which
also runs a bird monitoring program) Institute Adjunct Dr Richard
Loyn gave public presentations on
bird monitoring at a meeting on the
NECMA/Trust for Nature “Bush for
Birds” program (Rutherglen, August
22) and at an event the group
organised at Murmungee, September 15 on “Bird monitoring – making
it count”.
Gunduwa Regional Conservation
Association
Everyone wants to know about
‘Santalaceae Science’. ILWS PhD
student research ecologist Richard
McLellan was invited to be the guest
speaker at the Gunduwa Regional
Conservation Association AGM
meeting, August 22, at Charles
Darwin Reserve, east of Perenjori, in
Western Australia.

Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner explaining radio tracking to a Year Six student
from Thurgoona Public School - pic N. Scott

Hamelin Science Fair
ILWS PhD student research ecologist Richard McLellan presented the
collaborative ‘Santalaceae Science’
project at the Hamelin Science Fair
– held in early August at Hamelin
Station Reserve, near Shark Bay, in
Western Australia.
Hamelin Reserve is owned and
managed by Bush Heritage Australia
– one of the partners in the broader
‘Santalaceae Science’ project led
by Professor David Watson. Richard’s presentation was principally an
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and approaches to surf lifesaving
clubs, local chambers of commerce,
local business and members of the
focus groups.
“Peter and his team also found they
had good results from the private
messages to buy sell swap groups
on Facebook in the targeted areas
asking them to share the survey on
their pages,” says Simone.
The survey results are being analysed. In late September the survey
was extended to include Queensland
and Western Australia.

Richard McLellan presenting the ILWS Santalaceae Science project at the Gunduwa
Regional Conservation Association.

“There’s a lot of interest within the
region about our Santalaceae Science project – by ecologists and
reserve managers from our project
partner Bush Heritage Australia, by
other conservation organisations,
and by the wider community – especially Aboriginal communities,” said
Richard.“Aboriginal people have a
strong cultural attachment to some
of our study species within their
country, and are keen to know what
they can do to help them persist
under challenging and changing
climatic conditions.”
Coolamon Community Chronicle
Associate Professor Maree Bernoth
continues to write regular articles for
the Coolamon Community Chronicle. Titles of articles published this
year include “Recognition of people
who make valuable
contributions to our
community” and with
co-authors Alicia
Carey and Keryl de
Haan, “Supporting
new Mums who live
in isolated areas.”
Managing rocky
outcrops
Dr Damian Michael
ran a field day on
how to manage rocky
outcrops on farms for

the Hodgson and Horseshoe Creek
Landcare Group on September 15.
Shark sentiment survey
ILWS social media coordinator
Simone Engdahl assisted with the
promotion of a survey on attitudes to
shark management and conservation for the shark sentiment studies
projects led by Associate Professor
Peter Simmons in August.
The facebook ad campaign targeted
the coastal areas of NSW, specifically beach and water users. The
survey findings will help inform Government policy and communication
on shark management and conservation strategies. The ads ran for a
couple of weeks in conjunction with
the research team’s targeted emails

Putting the customer first
New ILWS member Dr Clifford Lewis
gave a public lecture in September
on “Putting the customer at the heart
of the service experience” at the
Centre for Professional Development
at CSU Bathurst as part of BizMonth
presented by CenWest Innovate and
the Bathurst Regional Council.

Stakeholder Engagement
Turtle research
In July and again in August Professor Robyn Watts and Dr James Van
Dyke (La Trobe University) met with
staff of the Yarkuwa Indigenous
Knowledge Centre in Deniliquin to
plan their involvement in a research
project on turtles in the Edward/
Kolety River. Five staff from Yarkuwa
will be involved in this research, that
will investigate how wetland connectivity affects turtle distribution,
movement, and body condition.
Expert witness
In August, Dr Damian Michael was
invited to serve as an expert witness and present evidence at the
Commonwealth Senate for the
Environment and Communications
committee’s hearing on the faunal
extinction crisis in temperate grasslands.
Murrumbidgee EWAG
Associate Professor Skye Wassens
and Dr Keller Kopf attended a Murrumbidgee EWAG - Environmental
Water Advisory group meeting, on
August 11. Keller spoke about their
research on golden perch, resulting from research on the effects of
an environmental water delivery in
September 2018, across the floodplain to Tala and Yanga Lakes on
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the lower Murrumbidgee River for the
Native and invasive fish dispersal,
spawning and trophic dynamics
during a managed river-floodplain
connection (2018-2019) project
(Kopf and Wassens).
Edward-Wakool EWAG
In August Robyn Watts presented the
final results of the five year EdwardWakool LTIM environmental watering
project to the Edward-Wakool Environmental Water Reference Group
in Deniliquin. The reference group
includes representatives of federal,
state and local water management
agencies as well as representatives
of local groups including the Wakool
River Association, Edward-Wakool
Anglers Association, Yarkuwa Indigenous Knowledge Centre, Ricegrowers’ Association, and Western Murray
Land Improvement Group. The
results of the project help this group
adaptively manage water in this river
system.
Kiewa Landcare group
Professor Max Finlayson, as a new
committee member of the Kiewa
Landcare Group attended a committee meeting in Myrtleford on September 5.
Ecological restoration
On August 28, visitors Clare Cannon
and Kylie Durant gave presentations to the School of Environmental
Science’s regular school seminar
in Thurgoona. Fine wool producer
Clare Cannon gave a talk and
shared her perspective on ecological restoration and the role of
conservation covenants, showcasing
Woomargama Station as an illustrative example of how win-wins are
possible. Kylie Durant from Holbrook Landcare / Slopes to Summit
introduced the region and provided
the NRM context, and Professor
Dave Watson led the discussion on
research opportunities the benefits of
conducting research on private land.
Appointment
Associate Professor Maree Bernoth
has been appointed chair of the Murrumbidgee Primary Health Network
Aged Care Consortium.

Events - Coming Up
Living with Hume Dam, 1919-2019
event
Charles Sturt University working in
conjunction with La Trobe University and Albury & District Historical
Society have organised a “Living
with Hume Dam” event to celebrate
100 years since work on the dam
(pictured above) commenced.
“In 1919 work began on Hume Dam
with celebration and acclaim,” says
ILWS Adjunct and historian Associate Professor Bruce Pennay. “When
it was completed in 1936 it was
hailed as an engineering and political achievement, indeed, a nationbuilding project.”
As a way of understanding its history and legacy now in 2019, river
system and dam managers, environmentalists, Indigenous scholars, historians, photographers and
musicians will share their stories and
reflect on the centenary of Hume
Dam at the Commercial Club Albury,
4.30-6.30pm, November 28.
“We have challenged them to excite
us and even try to persuade us to
their view in a series of quick-fire
‘show and tell’ presentations,” says
Bruce.
Topics include the opportunities and
challenges that came with Hume
Dam; the social, economic and environmental impacts of the dam; the
stories the dam reveals or obscures;

connections with Hume Dam, the
lake, and the regulated river; and
what do representations of Hume
Dam and its surrounds reveal about
past and present day mind-sets?
The event is being promoted as
part of the CSU Exploration Series
and is a Two Cities One Community
initiative held with the support of the
Murray Darling Basin Authority.
The event is free but registration
is required before November 21 on
engagealburywodonga@csu.edu.au

Research Activities
Endangered Grey Snake research
Dr Damian Michael’s Honours student, Emma Stevens, has embarked
on a project to investigate the distribution and habitat preferences of the
endangered Grey Snake Hemiapsis
damelii (IUCN) in the lower Murrumbidgee region, NSW.
NRM collaborations in regional
Australia
Institute Adjunct Dr Wes Ward has a
project underway investigating why
and how people and institutions collaborate to address opportunities and
issues in NRM in regional Australia,
and to identify how these collaborative relations can be nurtured and
supported.
Current work includes case studies
with ILWS, North East Catchment
Management Authority (VIC) and
the National Agricultural Productivity
and Reconciliation Ecology Centre
(NSW).
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Engagement & Linkages: National
Conferences, workshops &
forums
Sporting Traditions conference
New Institute member Professor
Frank Marino was one of the keynote
speakers at the Australian Society for
Sport History Conference, held at the
University’s campus at Bathurst, July
2 to 4. Frank, Professor of Physiology and Head of the School of
Exercise Science, Sport and Health,
spoke on ‘Popular sports science: Et
larum et credulum (How can we gull
the gullible) ’.
ACSEE workshop
Professor Max Finlayson attended a
climate change workshop organised
by the MDBA’s independent Advisory
Committee on Social, Economic and
Environmental Sciences (ACSEES)
in Canberra on July 31. The aim of
the expert-led workshop was to continue the task of better understanding
the impacts that a changing climate
is having on the Murray–Darling
Basin.
LTIM Forum
The Year Five annual forum for all
those involved in the Long Term
Intervention Monitoring program was
held in Canberra, July 23 to 24. In
attendance was Professor Robyn
Watts, who leads the project for the
Edward-Wakool system; Associate
Professor Skye Wassens, who leads
the project for the Murrumbidgee
system, and other team members.
WetMAP Frog Workshop
Associate Professor Skye Wassens,
attended a WetMAP Frog Workshop
on August 7 in Melbourne as the
external expert reviewer.
(WetMAP - Wetland Monitoring and
Assessment Program for environmental water- has been developed
by the DELWP Water and Catchments Group and ARI, in collaboration with Catchment Management
Authorities, the Victorian Environmental Water Holder and consultant
ecologists. WetMAP is part of an
investment by the Victorian Government to improve the health of waterways and catchments. The results
of the program will also contribute to

Murray-Darling Basin Plan reporting.)
Western Australian Threatened Species Forum

The plight of Western Australian
Sandalwood (Santalum spicatum)
was the subject of a presentation
given by ILWS PhD student and
research ecologist Richard McLellan
at the Western Australian Threatened Species Forum, held in Geraldton, Western Australia, in early
September.
Held on the eve of the national
Threatened Species Day, the twoday conference also featured national Threatened Species Commissioner Sally Box. Richard’s presentation
“When is a threatened species not a
‘Threatened Species’?” highlighted
the ongoing decline of wild sandalwood (Santalum spicatum) populations in semi-arid and arid Western
Australia.
Western Australian Sandalwood
is one of three subject species
being studied under a broad ILWS
research project led by Professor
David Watson. Other ILWS members
involved include Dr Jodi Price, and
ILWS Honours student Georgina
Gould-Hardwick.
Richard’s presentation focussed on
the complex array of key threats
impacting Santalaceae species in
the western rangelands of WA –
particularly the cumulative impact

of past overexploitation, intense
grazing pressure, lack of recruitment, loss of natural dispersers, and
climate change.
“Sandalwood in particular is in real
trouble right across its natural range
in the semi-arid and arid regions,
and is rapidly disappearing from the
landscape,” says
Richard. “On all
current trajectories, without
serious intervention, it appears
to be heading
towards extinction
in the wild. It has
already suffered
local extinction
in the wild from
significant parts
of it range.”
Richard’s presentation created considerable
interest at the
state conference, which included
delegates from research organisations and institutions, universities,
natural resource management and
conservation organisations, community groups, and government agencies, including the WA Department
of Conservation, Biodiversity and
Attractions.
Sandalwood is an iconic Western
Australian species, with a global
reputation (and high price-tag) based
on its fragrant wood. Despite more
than 175 years of overexploitation,
it is still commercially harvested
as a forest product for a range of
products, including cosmetics and
incense, under the management
of the Western Australian forestry
agency – the WA Forest Products
Commission.
Richard says he hopes his research
will inform future management decision-making, especially by rangeland
managers and Traditional Owners
who are keen to see the species
persist in their Country principally for
ecological and cultural purposes –
both of which are key focal areas of
Richard’s research. See more here:
https://www.csu.edu.au/research/
ilws/team/ilws-postgraduates/richard-mclellan
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ILWS at SEGRA 2019
by Institute Adjunct Professor Peter Waterman
Since 2013 the ILWS-CSU-SEGRA Collaboration has actively addressed a range of challenges to sustaining social
and economic development in the Murray Darling Basin (MDB). These include impediments to implementing the
Basin Plan from the bottom up; sustaining small towns and settlements; ensuring secure and safe domestic water;
and utilising renewable energy for recycling waste water for primary production.
Engagement activities have included workshops at SEGRA 2014 and 2015, meetings and forums at regional towns
and settlements 2016-18, and presentations and Q&A at community information events into early 2019.
ILWS made significant contributions to SEGRA 2019 in August at Barooga NSW. Activities included convening and
facilitating the Murray Darling Basin Forum on the August 19; supporting the planning and delivery of the Far West
Joint Organisation Practitioners Round Table (PRT) on August 22; and participating in the MDB ‘focused-panel session’ on August 21 where Institute members made presentations at Conference sessions. They were:
• Professor John Hicks – Europe’s adoption of smart specialisation and the implications for Australian regional
development policy
• Dr Rui Bi – Digital business value creation in Australian Small-to-Medium Enterprises
• Institute Adjunct Ashley Bland – The regional energy revolution: a case study in limitations and opportunities at
scale
Murray Darling Basin Forum (MDB Forum)
Building on the collaborative work since 2013, the Forum’s purpose was to: identify and document pathways to
optimise biophysical and socio-economic opportunities arising from changing environmental conditions in the
Basin.
Perspectives were provided on current governmental and institutional actions that are addressing the core challenges including Indigenous water values and safe water needs; independent assessment of social and economic
conditions in the Basin; connecting catchments and communities; and climate risks and adaptive response
Opportunities for Collaborative Actions were raised and discussed through practitioner presentations.
•
•
•
•
•

Professor Max Finlayson, Integrated management of catchments, riverine and wetland systems
Dr Lee Baumgartner, Reducing fish kills in the MDB
Adjunct Professor Peter Waterman, Secure and safe domestic water
Adjunct Professor David James, Ecosystem services
Dr Teresa Lewis, Climate-friendly hospitals and health care facilities

Building on the presentations, ‘Round Robin’ working groups then identified issues and how they should be
addressed. The ‘action pathways’ indicated include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing a clear delineation of MDBA-State roles and responsibilities and where and why overlaps occur.
Initiating a process to review all water management arrangements in terms of water storage and distribution
infrastructure
Ensuring that actions aimed at reducing fish kills in the MDB are integrated into riverine and wetland management program
Understanding how statutory requirements for the meeting critical human water needs are being met at the
property scale
Clarifying roles and responsibilities for implementation and the costs and benefits accruing from utilising ecosystem services in land and water resources management in the MDB
Developing professional development programs for hospitals and care facility staff that include sustainability
practices and address the challenges arising for environmental changes

Short presentations were made by a delegation from Pakistan. (see story on page 29. The group were visiting
Australia as part of the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research funded Living with salinity in
the Indus Basin project. The group were visiting Australia to learn from communities and organisations that have
adaptively managed and responded to salinity issues in landscapes here. The Murray Darling Basin Forum provided an excellent opportunity for them to hear about MDB issues more broadly, and to engage with local MDB
experts and organisations.
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ILWS at SEGRA 2019
Far West Joint Organisation (FWJO) Practitioners Round Table (PRT)
The FWJO PRT has initiated a collaborative process for assessing and managing environmental change in the
Far West Region (NSW). This inaugural activity has focused on changing climatic conditions in the region. Participants at the round table were asked to identify and agree a pathway forward to protect and optimise the potential
of regional ecosystem services; reduce the risks from changing environmental condition including extreme climatic
variability; secure Ramsar nomination for the Menindee Lakes system; and embed sustainability principles for the
utilisation of natural resources and the livelihoods and lifestyles of people in the FWR.
Measures for focusing regional and local actions to assess and manage climate change in the Far West were
introduced in short presentations and Q&A on integrated catchment management (ICM) and Ramsar; ecosystem
services and sustainable development; secure and safe domestic water supplies; and sustainability in the health
and aged care sectors.
The lack of resources available to LGAs and communities to address the challenges and undertake adaptive
actions to address them is a major problem. Recommended actions from the PRT are:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the risk of further degradation to production and conservation landscapes through holistic integrated
ICM and the utilisation of ecosystem services to enhance productivity.
Prepare and submit a Ramsar nomination as a vehicle for promoting and optimising the value of the ecosystem services of the Menindee riverine and wetland systems for communities of interest, space and spirit.
Enhance regional transport and infrastructure to mitigate emissions and reduce the impacts of extreme weather events.
Embed sustainability in local health and aged care policy, infrastructure and operations as a front line response
to changing climatic conditions.
Seek governmental funding and institutional support to increase resilience and adapt to climate change in the
FWR.

Three key projects were identified through the PRT process that the FWJO can support immediately. Each may
have valuable inter-connected flow-on effects for the FW Region. These were:
•
Menindee Wetlands Ramsar Nomination
•
Far West Region Risk Assessment and Adaptation Plan
•
Increasing

Resilience to Climate Change Grants Program (Round 3) funding application
Above left: Institute Adjunct Professor Peter Waterman convened and facilitated the pre-conference Murray-Darling Basin
Forum as part of the SEGRA event. Pic W. Ward
Above right: Professor John Hicks was at SEGRA where he gave a presentation on Europe’s adoption of smart specialisation and the implications for Australian regional development policy. Pic W. Ward
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Applied statistics conference
Dr Lihong Zeng and Dr Azizur
Rahman participated in the parallel sessions at the Applied Statistics
and Policy Analysis Conference
hosted by CSU at the Wagga Wagga
campus, September 5 to 6. Conference organiser Azizur said the conference aimed to promote research
collaborations and the exchange of
ideas. The theme of this year’s conference was ‘Effective policy through
the use of big data, accurate estimates and modern computing tools
and statistical modelling.’

Stakeholder Engagement
Science Melbourne
Dr Julia Howitt gave the School
of Chemistry seminar at Monash
University, August 12, and on the
following day gave a seminar for the
University of Melbourne’s Analytical
and Inorganic Chemistry seminar
program. Her presentation was on
‘Analytical Chemistry: Applications to
Water Management in the MurrayDarling River System.’ On both
days Julia also met with a number
of researchers to discuss common
research interests.
CSIRO Publishing meeting
Professor Max Finlayson, in his
capacity as editor-in-chief of the
journal Marine and Freshwater
Research, attended a CSIRO Publishing meeting of associate editors
of the journal in Melbourne, August
13.
Great Eastern Ranges Initiative
In early August Professor David
Watson, a founding member and
senior ecologist of the Slopes to
Summit Partnership (a regional
hub of the Great Eastern Ranges
Initiative) together with Bob Debus
who initiated the project and exattorney general of NSW, had a
meeting in the southern highlands
with a member of the board of the
Ian Potter Foundation regarding the
Foundation providing funding for the
Great Eastern Ranges Initiative.
The aim of the initiative is to create
an unbroken chain of protected land
and other lands managed for conservation to stretch 2800 km along the
Great Divide of Eastern Australia.
(Dave says he has heard that the

funding bid, for over $1M, was
successful and would provide “the
biggest injection of new money to
connectivity conservation Australia
wide.”)
Reclaim Kosci
Professor David Watson continues to
speak out against the NSW Government’s decision to allow feral horses
to remain in Kosciuszko National
Park. He was invited by the lobby
group Reclaim Kosci to speak to a
session of NSW Parliament in Parliament House in Sydney, on August
16, as part of a debate on repealing
the Kosciuszko Wild Horse Heritage Act 2018. While in Sydney he
also recorded a podcast on the feral
horse issue for Talking Australia: A
Podcast by Australian Geographic.
Panel member meeting
On August 29, Professor Max Finlayson, as a member of the NSW Natural Resources Commission Panel on
the management of coastal rivers,
attended the panel’s first meeting in
Sydney.
Wetland education meeting
On August 30, Professor Max
Finlayson attended a meeting of
the Sydney Olympic Park Wetland
Education and Training Program at
Sydney Olympic Park, Sydney.
Women’s Leadership Agenda
Associate Professor Maree Bernoth,
who was featured in the Women’s
Leadership Agenda in an article on
“How leading women have worked
with mentors and sponsors to get
there” June 27, presented the award
for Emerging Leader in the Corporate Sector at the Women’s Agenda
Leadership Awards, in Sydney,
September 13.
Aged Care Royal Commission
Associate Professor Maree Bernoth
continues to be actively involved
in the Aged Care Royal Commission. She recently submitted a third
document to the Commission, with
co-authors Professor Marguerite
Harvey, Dr Belinda Cash and Dr
Robin Harvey.
Following on from the submission
as a result of the Dubbo Aged Care
Community Forum on May 7, Maree
was one of three CSU academics interviewed by a panel from the

Royal Commission via teleconference about issues related to ageing
in rural and remote areas.
The forum was jointly hosted by
the Three Rivers University Department of Rural Health, the School of
Midwifery and Indigenous Healthy,
CSU, and Dubbo Regional Council. On September 23, Maree was
again interviewed by two of the legal
representatives from the Royal Commission.

Events
Social Sciences Week 2019
2019 was CSU’s first year participating in the national Social Sciences
Week. Between September 9 and 15
CSU held four events, with support
from each of the Faculties and ILWS.
“The focus was on what we do as
social science researchers and the
contribution we make to the sustainability of our communities,” says Dr
Jennifer Bond. “Our intention was
to raise the profile of social science
research at CSU to the broader
public.”
Parliamentary Friends of Social Science
CSU’s involvement in the week
began with the breakfast launch on
September 10 of the Parliamentary
Friends of Social Science (a cross
party interest group) at Parliament
House. Associate Professor Dominic
O’Sullivan represented CSU. The
event was attended by parliamentarians Andrew Leigh, Adam Band and
David Sharma. The friendship group
will provide a non-partisan forum
for MPs to meet and interact with
Australia’s leading social scientists
to discuss contemporary research
insights from the social sciences.
Report launch
The first CSU event was the launch
of the report A trade of one’s own:
Regional NSW stakeholder findings
– barriers and proposed solutions for
women in the manual trades 2019 in
Bathurst, September 10. The report
details consolidated findings across
three comprehensive industry stakeholder consultations held in Albury,
Bathurst and Wagga Wagga during
2018.
(more next page)
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Bowles who officially launched the
report and Craig Randazzo, CEO
Skillset spoke to the importance of
tradeswomen in the regions.
This was followed by a tradeswomen
panel, featuring Natalie Creed and
Grace Di Trapani, carpentry apprentices from Ladex Construction Group
Wagga, Wagga; Cassy Shanahan,
Painter & Decorator, Albury and
Bridget Smith, Electrician from JB
Electrical, Albury. The panel was
moderated by Paula Beattie representing SALT and Orange Women’s
Shed. The panel stole the show and
the launch was a wonderful success!

L to R. Dr Elizabeth Wulff, Associate Professor Branka Krivokapic-Skoko
and Dr Larissa Bamberry at the launch of the report

L to R. Grace Di Trapani and Nat Creed who work for
Ladex Construction Group, were part of the panel discussion at the report launch

These consultations illuminated the
persistent barriers to
women’s recruitment
and retention as well
as revealed insights
into how women can
pursue successful,
meaningful careers.
Researchers on this
cross-faculty project
include Dr Donna
Bridges, Associate
Professor Branka
Krivokapic-Skoko, Dr
Larissa Bamberry, Dr
Stacey Jenkins and Dr
Elizabeth Wulff.
Over 60 people including industry stakeholders, tradeswomen and
university staff attended the launch.
Wiradjuri Elder Uncle
Dinawan Dyirribang
welcomed the guests
with stories of women’s country, team
leader Donna Bridges
gave a brief project
overview and introduced Prof Mark Morrison and Prof Wendy

(The research team would particularly like to thank ILWS for funding the
publication of the report, Social Sciences week for supporting its launch
and the Faculty of Arts & Education
for funding the event.)
Webinar
Tailoring to a diverse audience,
Rohena Duncombe, Associate
Professor Susan Mlcek, Associate
Professor Dominic O’Sullivan and
Monica Short combined to present
a webinar titled “Social justice for
all” on September 11. The two-hour
webinar was endorsed as a Certified
Professional Development Session
for the Australian Association of
Social Workers and aimed to promote principles of human rights and
social justice. The four presenters
discussed the structural and systemic elements of inequality, presenting case studies within the realms
of homelessness and Indigenous
communities.
Public lectures
On the evening of September 11
at old Parliament House (Canberra), Associate Professor Dominic
O’Sullivan and Dr Bede Harris both
presented public lectures. Dominic’s
lecture was titled “‘We are all here to
stay’: Citizenship, Sovereignty and
the UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples”, while Bede
presented “Constitutional Reform as
a Remedy for Political Disenchantment in Australia”. Over 65 people
attended the event to hear about
the UN Declaration on the Rights

Right: Dr Belinda Cash gave a public lecture on rural ageing as part
of Social Science week
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of Indigenous Peoples and Bede’s
argument for the six key areas of the
constitution in need of reform.

Health Policy, Dr Rachael Dodd,
School of Public Health, Uni Sydney
and more.

The final event on September 12,
was a public lecture held in Albury,
as part of CSU’s Exploration Series.
Dr Belinda Cash presented “Ageing
in Australia: Changes, choices and
challenges”. Belinda gave the audience an overview of rural ageing
and provided insight into how this is
experienced by couples in the NE
Victoria area, based on her PhD
data. Over 45 people were in attendance and the Q&A session turned
into more of a group discussion with
people sharing their own experiences which showed the level of
engagement with Belinda’s lecture
and the importance of the topic are
more broadly.

“University researchers have a role
to play in working with public authorities to develop effective and efficient
approaches to gathering and analysing insights from social media that
are useful in policy development,”
says Peter.

“Thanks to Simone Engdahl and
ILWS administrative staff for the
ongoing support for this initiative,”
says Dr Jen Bond. “We hope to
participate in Social Sciences Week
2020 and beyond!”

Events - Coming Up
Gerantology conference
Associate Professor Maree Bernoth
along with Professor Marguerite
Bramble, co-chair the scientific committee for the Australasian Association of Gerontology National Conference to be held in Sydney from the
November 5 to 8.
Analysing social media for better
public policy- one day symposium
Social and online media, where
citizens articulate their thinking and
attitudes, have been shown to yield
valuable insights for policymakers
and communicators in health, environmental management, education
and other domains.
This symposium, November 14, at
CSU’s Bathurst campus, aims to
advance understanding of ways
that public authorities can improve
their decision-making and policy by
closely analysing social media.
The symposium is being organised
by Associate Professor Peter Simmons and PhD student Kane Callaghan. Guest speakers include Dr
Michael Mehmet, Dr Kelsey Chalmers from the Menzies Centre for

Details and registration information
here. http://csu.edu.au/research/
ilws/events/social-media-symposium
7th National 2019 Natural Resource
Management Conference
The conference, with the theme
“Creating resilience through Natural Resource Management” will be
held in Wodonga, November 17-20.
The conference is being hosted by
the North East Catchment Management Authority. For more details go
to https://nrmregionsaustralia.com.
au/2019-nrm-knowledge-conference/

Research Activities
Bitterns research project
Dr Wayne Robinson has been working with former CSU student, Matt
Herring, on a research project looking to better understand the endangered Australasian bittern (also
known as the Bunyip bird) because
of the ‘booming’ sound it makes.
Matt was an Honours student during
Wayne’s second year at CSU some
20 years ago and two have maintained contact since.

survey done in 2012,” says Wayne.
Matt has been surveying the bitterns
ever since with the research supported by Charles Darwin University
and Riverina Local Land Services
through funding from the Australian
Government’s National Landcare
Program, and the National Environmental Science Program through the
Threatened Species Recovery Hub.
Matt works closely with rice growers
to do the surveys (from December
through to February) as the paddocks planted to rice change year to
year and his survey sample has to
be designed accordingly.
“Statistically that turns out quite good
for us because, as we don’t have
the same paddock in the same area
every year, we don’t get statistical
dependence problems with the data,”
says Wayne.
“Initially I helped out by showing Matt
how to calculate how many birds
were in the population from his surveys but then, after one or two years,
we realised that, because the birds
are very hard to detect, we needed
to set up a longer term four year
project where we randomly selected
new farms each year and did repeat
surveys during the season. That
helps us determine how likely we are
to miss the birds if they were there
and understand the factors [such as
rice height, water depth, time to sunrise/sunset] that influence how good
our surveys are; to detect whether
the bird is there or not.”

“In 2012/13 Matt asked me about
(next page)
what methods could be used to
estimate the
numbers of
Measuring the size of a bittern’s beak . Pic M. Herring
bitterns in
the area
and we
came up
with a basic
strategy to
do bittern
surveys in
the Riverina region,
[Murrumbidgee and
Coleambally irrigation
areas] with
the first
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tion of NSW project.
“NSW Forestry has contracted me
to see if that data is a good utility for reporting on the condition of
the wetlands in the forests which
I already do for NSW Fisheries,”
says Wayne. “I help NSW Fisheries report on the conditions of the
Koondrook-Perricoota forest in terms
of which fish are living there every
year, before and after watering. For
NSW Forestry I am investigating
how the data that was processed by
Associate Professors Skye Wassen
and Andrew Hall’s team can be
now utilised to report to the Murray
Darling Basin Authority [for the Living
Murray program] about the health of
frog communities and the influence
of the water”.
Above. A bittern in a rice field. Pic M. Herring

Wayne’s role (voluntary) in the
research project is the analysis of
the data from the surveys. Apart from
Matt, who leads the project and is a
PhD candidate with Charles Darwin
University, the other team members
are Associate Professor Kerstin
Zander and Professor Stephen
Garnett, both at CDU. The project is
part of the wider Bitterns in Rice project which includes satellite tracking
of tagged birds.
The total population of Australasian
bitterns, a globally endangered
species, is estimated at 1000-2500
adults, with the numbers of birds
using the rice crops in the Riverina
during the breeding season estimated at 500-1000.
“At the end of the day that’s about
40% of the birds that are using the
rice paddies during their breeding
season,” says Wayne. Hence the title
of their paper, Herring, M.W., Robinson, W., Zander, K.K. and Garnett,
S.T. 2019. Rice fields support the
global stronghold for an endangered
waterbird. Agriculture, Ecosystems
and Environment. 284
“Because they come here to breed,
the timing of the rice water is important,” says Wayne who finds his
involvement in the project interesting
but mostly from an analysis point-ofview.
“With a lot of the surveys we don’t

find a bird twice in the same yeareven though they are actually there.
They are what we call a cryptic species, a species that is very difficult
to detect. Because the data is so
sparse, it makes the analysis very
difficult. I actually took the data to a
workshop in New Zealand for a week
[November 2017] to get the assistance of a world expert to get the
models right.”
Wayne is expecting to continue his
involvement in the project.
As Matt Herring says: “Over the
next four years we’re rolling out a
bittern-friendly rice growing incentive
program, and will monitor fledging rates with the assistance of a
thermal drone. We’re also exploring
consumer values and the feasibility of bittern-friendly rice products,
and developing novel water and
conservation policy options for multipurpose use.”
Numbersman
Dr Wayne Robinson, through his private consultancy businesses http://
numbersman.com.au/ is engaged in
a wide range of research activities.
One of his current research activities
is for Forestry NSW, using the data
analyzed for last year’s Optimising acoustic monitoring for frogs
in the Koondrook-Perricoota.
Walcott, A., Hall, A., Wassens, S. &
Nimmo, D. (2018) Forestry Corpora-

Wayne [again for the Living Murray
Program] also assists NSW Fisheries
report on the status of fish communities in the Barmah-Millewa Forest,
Gunbower Forest, Hattah Lakes
and Lindsay-Wallpolla Islands, all
important icon sites within the Living
Murray Program.
“I analyse the data for all of those as
well as the woodland bird surveys’
data for the Barmah-Millewa Forest
and the Gunbower Forest, and the
river red gum and black box data for
Hattah Lakes,” says Wayne. “Other
people collect the data and then
I analyse it. I’ve been doing it for
three, five, and for some of them,
eight years.”
Wayne also does a lot of work for
Melbourne Water which includes
designing a monitoring program for
its wetlands as part of its Healthy
Waterways Strategy. He has also
just finished a project refining its
Monitoring, Evaluation & Reporting
(MER) for ecological assessments
and influence of environmental
watering and is about to help them
develop a program for monitoring
estuary health.
As well, in 2012 Wayne designed a
streamflow management program
for fish in its eight Yarra River subcatchments and has been analysing
the data yearly ever since.
Wayne says he also does a lot of
unfunded work (related professional
activities) where his analytical skills
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helps others with their research.
“I get a lot of publications out of
that,” says Wayne. “In the past 12
months I’ve been working on everything from horse urine to x-rays
for breast cancer to the effects of
hot water on acacia seeds.”
Adoption of energy efficiency
options survey
As part of a new CSU funded
research project on Adoption
of energy efficiency options
by co-operatives and non-for
profits in regional Australia the
researchers Associate Professor Branka Krivokapic-skoko, Dr
Felicity Small and Dr Jahanzeb
Kahn are inviting people who are
members of any co-operative
to take part in an online survey,
accessible at https://csufobjbs.
au1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_
ahkWKYd03SBCGVL

(Left to right): Member for Albury Justin Clancy, Roseanne Farrant, Professor Michael
Friend, Associate Professor Skye Wassens and Member for Wagga Wagga Dr Joe
McGirr.

The survey is open until the end of
November.

Research Impact
Recognition for environmental water
monitoring research
It’s excellent to see the important
research work being done by ILWS
researchers being recognised and
showcased.
In an initiative organised by the
Deputy Vice-Chancellors (Research)
Committee [representing NSW
universities] a special event, the
NSW Universities’ Research Impact
Showcase, was held on September
19 at Parliament House, Sydney.
The focus of the initiative is to build
on the NSW Government’s prosperity agenda, which is aimed at lifting
the state’s productivity and improving the lives of its citizens.
A publication Research Impact NSW
– The contribution NSW universities
are making to the state’s prosperity
and well-being was launched at the
breakfast event attended by some
230 people include NSW Members
of Parliament and key stakeholders
such as industry partners and Government Departments.
Not only does the publication feature a section on monitoring water

resources and the on-going work
being done by the Institute’s teams in
the Edward-Wakool (led by Professor Robyn Watts) and Murrumbidgee (led by Associate Professor
Skye Wassens) river systems, that
research was selected as one of only
two university presentations at the
event.
Skye (together with Ms Roseanne
Farrant, a community member of
the Edward-Wakool Environmental
Water Advisory group) gave a joint
10 minute presentation on “Sustainable Water Systems – supporting
water management for the future” at
the event, representing both CSU
and NSW universities as a whole.
The other presentation was on Children’s emotional health and the cool
kids suite” presented by Macquarie
University.
“We talked about why environmental water was important, why it was
important to have good science
underpinning environmental water,
and the importance of engaging with
the community, and the value of the
science to the community,” says
Skye. “We got very good feedback.”

Engagement: Media
Institute members featured in eight
CSU Media Releases published
over the last three months.As well
as our regular commentators on
regional ABC radio Dr John Rafferty
and Associate Professor Dominic
O’Sullivan, Professor John Hicks
“filled in” for three weeks, August/
September for the regular finance/
economics commentator on ABC
North Coast NSW.
Professor Robyn Watts and Associate Professor Skye Wassens were
among the original 20 academic
signatories to “An open letter from
scientists on the Murray-Darling
Basin” which criticised an ABC
Four Corners’ report on the MurrayDarling Basin. The letter’s original
blog, published by the Melbourne
School of Engineering, University
of Melbourne, July 19, had 1000
downloads in a day. Media uptake
included a front page story in The
Australian, articles in the Herald Sun,
the Sydney Morning Herald, the Print
version Sunday Age, and in The
Mandarin (read by Australian government agency staff).
Professor Max Finlayson featured in
a podcast interview “The vital role of
our wetlands in balancing our planetary health and climate” on Green
Dreamer, July 23.
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Engagement & Linkages: International
Conferences, workshops &
forums
International Association for Study of
the Commons conference
A conference grant from ILWS
enabled Dr Joanne Millar (Senior
Research Fellow) and Jorge Ramos
(Research Officer) to present papers
at the XVII International Association
for Study of the Commons conference held in Lima, Peru from 2-5
July.
Joanne presented a paper from the
rangelands conservation project in
Bhutan, titled “Two steps forward,
one step back: Enabling collective action to rehabilitate rangeland
commons in Bhutan.” The paper
explored institutions and actions that
enabled and challenged collective
action with yak herders in a remote
area of the eastern Himalayas. Co-

Jorge Ramos and Dr Joanne Millar
in Peru

authored with Dr Karma Tenzing (ex
ILWS post doc fellow), the paper will
be published in the Digital Library of
the Commons later in 2019. http://bit.
ly/33HF9H3
Jorge presented a paper on “Facilitating transition from degraded commons to reforested land and better
livelihoods using voluntary carbon
schemes: Lessons from TimorLeste”.

After the conference, Jorge and
Joanne visited a conservation
project with similar objectives to the
Darwin project being implemented
in Timor Leste. Conservation International, the Peruvian government
and local NGO partners are working
with 1000 coffee growers who have
signed conservation agreements to
protect remaining rainforest in and
around the Alto Mayo Protected Area
in northern Peru.
Growers receive technical advice
and tools to grow better quality, organic and premium priced
coffee, cocoa and fruit on existing
land instead of continuously cutting
down forest. Communities are also
developing tourism facilities and
programs. Funding comes from sale
of carbon credits and donations from
BHP and Disney Pty Ltd.
For information on both Darwin Initiative funded projects
go to
https://communityreforestationtimorleste.
wordpress.com/
https://redpandabhutan.wordpress.com/
Australasian Ornithological Congress
Institute members
were among the
many speakers at the
Australasian Ornithological Congress in
Darwin July 3 to 5.
The biennial conference is organised by
Birdlife Australia in collaboration with
Birdlife New Zealand.
They included:
• Institute Adjunct Dr Richard
Loyn who presented a paper
Loyn, R., Dutson, G., & Menkhorst, P. Despotic birds profoundly affecting ecosystem
structure in flood-prone Black
Box woodlands. Richard was
a co-author of another paper
Smith, H., Bean, D., Clarke, R.,
Loyn, R., Greenhill, A. Detecting Salmonella in pre-migratory
shorebirds in Roebuck Bay; a
natural occurrence or an anthropogenically influenced outbreak?

•

•

•

•

Professor David Watson
gave a paper on Evaluating the
influence of sampling effort on
ecological interference
Dr Melanie Massaro gave a
paper on Post-reintroduction
distribution and habitat preferences of a spatially limited island
bird species
Institute Adjunct Dr Bruce Robertson gave presentations on
Readable leg bands made the
difference: a banding project on
the Pacific Gull Larus pacificus
in South Australia; and Is dispersal propensity linked to genetic
“switches” in a great “speciator”,
the silvereyes Zosterops lateralisva”
Mick Callan, an Honours
student of David Watson’s,
also gave a presentation on
Chainsaw hollows and habitat
enhancement for the superb
parrot.

Computational methods
Dr Zhenquan (Jan) Li attended the
10th international conference on
computational methods (ICCM2019)
in Singapore, July 9-13 where he
presented a paper co-authored with
Dr Miao Li on ‘Accuracy verification
of a 2D adaptive mesh refinement
method using backward facing step
flows of low Reynolds numbers.’
Global engagement - achieving the
SDGs
Under the leadership of Professor
Manohar Pawar as the President
of the International Consortium for
Social Development (ICSD), the
21st ICSD biennial International
Conference on ‘Strengthening Social
Development to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
was hosted and organised by the
Department of Social Development
and Welfare, Faculty of Social and
Political Sciences, University of
Gadjah Mada, Yogyakarta, Indonesia, 15-19 July 2019.
In addition to a press conference
(which resulted in good media coverage in Indonesia) and presidential
welcome and concluding address,
Manohar delivered one of the
keynote speeches during the conference. The title of his keynote was:
International Consortium for Social
Development: Members’ views and
future directions.
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and Garry Thorncraft, were among
the representatives from over 150
countries at the conference which
occurs every three years. Attendees
are primarily high-level officials from
the various irrigation departments
around the world who discuss the
achievements of irrigation.

Opening of the 21st ICSD biennial International Conference on ‘Strengthening
Social Development to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

During the conference, the International Journal of Community and
Social Development was officially
launched by Professor Leila Patel,
DST/NRF South African Research
Chair in Welfare and Social Development, Centre for Social Development
in Africa, University of Johannesburg
and member of the International Editorial Advisory Board of the journal.
Irrigation and fisheries staff working
together in Myanmar
From July 22 to 26, Associate
Professor Lee Baumgartner, Dr
John Conallin and ILWS Adjuncts
Tim Marsden and Professor Martin
Mallen-Cooper ran a Masterclass
Workshop at the Irrigation Technology Centre in Bago, Myanmar, which
brought together irrigation and fisheries staff.
“They had to collaboratively work
together to design fish ladders at
three sites,” says Lee. “They identified the sites, brought them to the
meeting, and then we sat down with
them for four days and stepped them
through the process of how to design
a good fishway.”
Lee says that the facility where the
workshop was held was excellent
with the staff there very helpful.
Thirty people, 15 from the irrigation
department and 15 from the fisheries department participated in the
training.

“On a Facebook Post afterwards
one of the participants said that they
had had ‘an amazing week…they
agreed, they argued, they designed,
they deleted, and eventually they all
developed a strong plan’ which is
exactly what the masterclasses are
all about,” says Lee. “Biologists and
engineers have different perspectives. They both make it to the same
outcome, they just have different
ways of getting there, and the workshop was about helping them work
together.”
Lee says that before the workshop
began there was a directive from
the Director General of the Fisheries Department “who said that the
Minister for Irrigation, Agriculture,
Livestock and Industry had specifically asked him to ensure that fisheries and irrigation worked together
because, at the end of the day, both
fisheries and irrigation are needed
for the future of Myanmar.
“That was a nice thing, to have what
we are doing, recognised at the Ministerial level.
World Irrigation Forum
The Institute was certainly well represented at the 3rd World Irrigation
Forum in Bali, September 1-7.
Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner, Dr John Conallin, PhD
student Dwi Atminarso, and ILWS
Adjuncts Professor Chris Barlow,

“We thought we would try something
a little different this year,” says Lee.
“We’ve been quite good at going to
fisheries conferences and talking to
fisheries people about the interactions between fisheries and irrigation
but we realised 18 months ago that
we were talking to the converted.
Fish people already get it. And, if we
want to achieve long-term change,
and practice change, we have to talk
to the irrigation people as they are
the ones implementing the projects.”
With that goal in mind, Lee, John and
Louise Whiting (Head of the Water
Program at the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organisation) ran a
special session on “Enhancing biodiversity with fish-friendly irrigation in
Asia” at the conference which over
70 people attended including several
high level officials from irrigation
agencies and donor banks.
“We had some very interesting
discussions between some of the
big finance banks such as the World
Bank, the Asia Development Bank,
and the Asian Infrastructure Bank
about how they can better design the
irrigation projects they fund,” says
Lee.
“It was quite obvious that they work
in this arena of irrigation engineers
but we wanted to try and introduce
a different perspective on how we
can have the benefits provided by
irrigation, and also biodiversity outcomes at the same time. We saw the
session as the first stage of helping
them build some of the sustainability
principles into their works program
going forward.
“At the end of the day it’s about generating win-win scenarios; wins for
biodiversity and wins for irrigation as
well so meeting the needs of people.
(more next page)
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of Social Welfare, Islamic University
Bangladesh, Kushtia, 14-15 September 2019. The title of his keynote
was “Social unrest, peace and social
development.”
During the conference, Manohar
also co-organised and led a workshop on digital technology and social
development. The extensive coverage of the conference in the media
may be viewed at: https://www.
facebook.com/icsdap2019/

Professor Lin Crase (UniSA), Dr Simon Funge-Smith (FAO), Professor Chris Barlow (CSU), Dr Beth Cooper (UniSA), and Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner at
the World Irrigation Forum.

But in some of the countries where
they [the banks] work, meeting the
needs of biodiversity is essentially
also meeting the needs of people
because they eat fish, they eat
snails, a healthy system is providing
tremendous societal benefits. So it
is very relevant to the Sustainable
Development Goals.”
The session was also used as a
platform to launch the Special Issue
of Marine and Freshwater Research
focussed on sustainable irrigation
with a lot of the speakers in the session presenting their papers in the
journal. Copies of the journal were
distributed to those who attended
the session and “people were very
appreciative because most of the
messaging from each article was
around ways that sustainable irrigation can be built into works programs.” (Details on Page 44)
International Society for River Science
In September Professor Robyn
Watts gave a presentation at the
International Society for River Science Biennial Symposium in Vienna.
The theme of the conference was
riverine landscapes as coupled
socio-ecological systems.

“It was a great opportunity to discuss
the research of the Edward-Wakool
environmental flows team on ‘Environmental flow trials in a regulated
river in southern Australia: integrating biophysical and social research’,”
says Robyn.
As part of the conference Robyn
attended a workshop on ‘A socioecological perspective to enhance
successful river restoration and
conservation strategies’ and met
some very interesting international
researchers who have been working
with community groups and indigenous people.
One of the keynotes speakers,
Courtney Flint (Utah State University) discussed how bringing together
scientific knowledge, professional
knowledge and community knowledge provides important nuances
in river management. The book of
abstracts can be downloaded here.
http://isrs2019.info/cms/index.php/
book-of-abstracts.html
Social unrest, peace and development
Professor Manohar Pawar was
invited to deliver a keynote address
at the 7th ICSD Asia Pacific biennial conference on ‘Social Unrest,
Peace and Development’, hosted
and organised by the Department

Social work education and practice
At the 25th Asia-Pacific Joint Regional Social Work Conference on
‘social work partnerships towards an
equal society- Asia pacific perspective’, organised by the Department
of Psychiatric Social Work, NIMHANS, Department of Social Work,
CHRIST (Deemed to be University)
and INPSWA – India (India Network
of Professional Social Work Associations), 17-20 September 2019, Professor Manohar Pawar was invited to
introduce and moderate an international panel discussion on the impact
of social work education and practice
in the Asia-Pacific region.

Stakeholder Engagement
Social research in South East Asia
On July 4, Professor Max Finlayson
and Dr Michael Mitchell had a phone
meeting with new Institute Adjunct Dr
Liz Clarke to discuss a potential new
ACIAR project on social research in
South East Asia.
MOU with the University of Mpumalanga
CSU and the University of Mpumalanga, South Africa recently signed
their first Memorandum of Understanding - Academic Cooperation
for 5 years. After successful visits to
each institution and discussions with
ILWS, a bilateral platform between
the two universities has been established for collaborative research,
student and researcher/academic
exchange and to develop collaborative training and education opportunities in the water resources management, fisheries and aquatic biology
and ecology fields.
This collaboration will make a considerable contribution to the development of the teaching and research
profiles and mission of both univer-
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sities, and contribute to the objectives of the universities to conserve
and manage fisheries and water
resources in South Africa, Africa and
Australia.
MOU with Maastricht University
CSU and Maastricht University in
The Netherlands recently signed a
Memorandum of Understanding for
a five year term. This agreement will
see the Centre for Law and Justice
and the School of Psychology at
work in partnership to host Research
interns from Maastricht University
commencing in 2020. If you would
like to participate in or further information about this program, please
contact the program lead Dr Philip
Birch at pbirch@csu.edu.au
Women in groundwater management in Pakistan
The quarterly newsletter coming
out of the Improving groundwater
management to enhance agriculture
and farming livelihoods in Pakistan
project has highlighted the work that
three women are doing in groundwater in Pakistan. In the March 2019
to May 2019 issue Dr Tehmina,
Professor of Economics at Sindh
Agriculture University (SAU);and
Dr Saira Akhtar, Chairperson of
the Department of Rural Sociology,
Faculty of Social Sciences; and Dr
Lubna Anjum, from the Department
of Irrigation and Drainage, both from
University of Agriculture, Faisalabad
(UAF), talk about their involvement
in the groundwater project. The three
women will be attending the Groundwater Conference in Australia in
November this year.

Research Activities
Inventory, assessment and monitoring strategy for Indian wetlands
From July 22 to 26, Professor Max
Finlayson was in India at the request
of Institute Adjunct Dr Ritesh Kumar,
Head of Wetland International South
Asia to discuss the development of a
wetland inventory, assessment and
monitoring strategy for Indian wetlands under climate change under
a UN Global Environment Facility
funded project.
Cambodian Fishway Success
The Cambodian Inland Fisheries
Research and Development Institute
(IFReDI) and Cambodian Ministry of
Water Resources and Meteorology
(MOWRAM) have constructed and
monitored a new cone fishway on
the Stung Pursat (Pursat River), a
southern tributary of the Tonle Sap
lake in Cambodia.

contractors and supervised by provincial officials. They were assisted
by ILWS Adjunct Tim Marsden who
remotely monitored ongoing works
back in Australia and had regular live
video inspections and meetings with
the project team and the Provincial
Governor (who took a great interest
in the project). This process allowed
ongoing consultation with a technical
expert that the local team could lean
on to address construction and monitoring issues as they arose, without
the expense of in country support of
international experts.
The cone fishway has now been
operational for four months and is
passing many fish, which has greatly
excited provincial officials. The local
Cambodian Fisheries and Irrigation
teams have been sampling the fishway regularly, with sampling over 14
days in June resulting in over 36,000
fish from 61 different species being
captured in the fishway.

Funded by the US Department of
Interior and with technical assistance from the CSU Lower Mekong
Fish Passage Group and CSU
adjunct Tim Marsden, the fishway is
only the second fishway built in Cambodia and is the first to be monitored.

The rate of capture was closely
tied to the flows in the river, with
the biggest catches coming during
significant rises in the river. The team
plans to continue sampling through
the remainder of the wet season.

The Cambodian teams have done
a fantastic job implementing the
fishway design onto the newly refurbished weir in the centre of Pursat
city, with a smooth construction
process finishing two days before the
arrival of the first flows in the river for
the wet season.

This data is the first comprehensive
sampling data to target actively
migrating fish and will provide great
insight into the migration patterns
of fish from the tributary rivers of
the Tonle Sap, which is one of the
world’s most productive freshwater
fisheries.

All works were conducted by local

“The Cambodian Fisheries and
Irrigation teams in Pursat should be
very proud of their efforts, from construction through to monitoring they
have excelled in their implementation
of this project,” says Tim.

Cone fishway in Cambodia that the team are monitoring

*”This project is an excellent example of research impact, as the results
of our ACIAR funded work were
picked up by a donor and extended
to other countries,” says Associate
Professor Lee Baumgartner who
heads up the Fish passage project.
“It is part of the extension we
received from ACIAR/USAID ($800K
variation in 2016). The variation was
for CSU to be funded to extend work
in Laos and Myanmar.
(more next page)
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The USAID funding was used to
extend outcomes of the project into
Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam.
We have been working with the
team and guiding the process.”

Vistors
Professor Karin Limburg
The striking
pendant (right)
that Professor
Karin Limburg,
a Professor
of Fisheries
and Ecosystem Science
at the State
University
of New York
College of
Environmental
Science and
Forestry, is wearing is certainly very
apt.
It’s a beautiful piece of jewellery,
made from Atlantic cod otoliths from
the Baltic Sea, on a silver backing.
The otoliths are arranged, much like
a daisy, around a fish eye lens from
a cod.
The pendant was a present from
one of Karin’s post grad students in
Sweden (Karin is also a Visiting Professor at the Department of Aquatic
Resources, Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences.)
“We are studying this species
together,” says Karin. “It really is
quite amazing and very appropriate.”
Karin, who was in Australia in July

Professor Karin Limburg and Vu Vi An in the lab at Thurgoona preparing the otoliths

for just over a week to assist PhD
student Vu Vi An with preparing
samples and analysing otoliths for
his project (In search of the elusive
Mekong salmon. Baumgartner, L. &
Vu. V.A., (2016-2019), National Geographic Society Research Grant),
describes herself as a “broadly
trained ecologist.”

The visit was Karin’s third to Australia but her first to CSU. It included
spending three days at the Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne with
An, Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner, Dr Julia Howitt and ILWS
Adjunct Dr Jason Thiem, analysing
otoliths, using a technique called
X-ray fluorescence.

“I focus a lot on fisheries and aquatic
ecosystems,” says Karin, who gave a
seminar presentation at the AlburyWodonga campus on “Environmental biomonitoring – challenges for
sclerochronologists” on July 2 while
she was here.

“We are hoping to find out what the
chemical constituents [of the otoliths] are,” says Karin. “Some of the
elements will give us insights on
how the fish [species found in the
Mekong River] have migrated in different water bodies. This is important, given the potential impacts
from hydropower dam development.
Hydropower can impede the fishes’
migrations, and therefore imperil
important fisheries and livelihoods.”

“I am interested in human impacts
or effects on ecosystems and their
organisms. I guess I’m cross-disciplinary …I sometimes call myself as
suffering from ‘multiple-researcher’
personality disorder.”

While it was the first time she had
been to the Australian Synchrotron,

Strontium map of an otolith section a catfish species (Pangasius krempfi). The different colours represent different environments (freshwater = blue colour; marine = yellow). It shows this species migrate between fresh and marine waters. Pic V. An
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Karin has been utilising the facilities
at the Cornell University’s Synchrotron, in the U.S., since 2002. She
used otolith chemistry to understand
complex life histories of migratory
species; to understand exposure
to and impacts of hypoxia; and to
understand exposure to other environmental contaminants, sometimes
in conjunction with other biogeochemical tracers.
“Lee actually contacted me with
some questions about synchrotron
parameters two or three years ago,”
says Karin. “I think I gave him way
too much information and that’s
how we started talking and invited
to come here. These days I’ve been
getting more involved in external
projects. Maybe it’s just that I’ve
done enough and published enough
that people know of my work now.
It was actually pretty lonely for a
while in this field but it is almost like
a second generation of folks are
coming along now. ”
Karin has been studying fishes and
their ecosystems using otoliths for
more than 30 years….even since her
PhD student days.
* The visit to the Australian Synchrotron, July 4 to 7, was part-funded
(for two people) through the Australian Synchrotron Access Program
for the project “Finding the Mekong
Salmon: Trace element analysis of
fish bones to understand migration
patterns and mitigate development
impacts in the Lower Mekong
River.” The primary purpose of the
program is to assist Australianbased scientists to access the Australian Synchrotron (AS) facilities.

grounds. It gives us quite a bit of
information that we can use to guide
dam placement, to speak with developers about future mitigation options.
“But it was just the tip of the iceberg.
An’s PhD will be really revolutionary
for many species.”
The team are hoping to return to the
synchrotron for another session next
year as they still have many more
otoliths to analyse.
An is the first person from his Institute, Vietnamese Research Institute
for Aquaculture No 2, in Ho Chi
Minh City, to use the facilities at the
synchrotron.
“Prior to our going there, he didn’t
really know what it was,” says Lee.
“In terms of capacity building of
international students, it was just an
amazing opportunity for him.”
Lee also wants to acknowledge the
synchrotron’s beam scientists who
were “extremely helpful. We wouldn’t
have been able to have a productive
week without their help.”
Visitors from Pakistan
The Institute hosted seven visitors
from Pakistan in August as part of
the Australian Centre for International Agricultural Research (ACIAR)
scoping project Living with salinity
in the Indus Basin: SRA 2. The
project is developing a proposal for a
four year project that could lead to a

longer term program of works in the
lower Indus Basin.
The visitors were in Australia for two
weeks, August 10 to 26, to fulfil a
key component of the project which
is exposure to the strategies and
outcomes of Australia’s approach to
salinity; and to further contribute to
the collaborative development of the
research proposal.
The visitors were from Mehran University of Engineering and Technology (MUET); Muhammad Nawaz
Shareef University of Agriculture
Multan (MNSUAM); and the Society
of Facilitators and Trainers (SOFT),
all partners in the scoping project.
They were Dr Bakhshal Lashari,
Professor and Director, US-Pakistan
Centre for Advanced Studies in
Water (USPCAS-W), MUET; Dr
Abdul Latif Qureshi, Professor and
Sectional Head in Hydraulics, Irrigation and Drainage, USPCAS-W,
MUET; Dr Altaf Ali Siyal, Professor
and Sectional Head in Integrated
Water Resources Management,
USPCAS-W, MUET; Dr Irfan Ahmad
Baig, Professor and Acting Dean,
Faculty of Social Sciences and
Humanities, MNSUAM; Dr Tanveer
ul Haq, Associate Professor and
Chairman, Department of Soil and
Environmental Sciences, MNSUAM;
Dr Iftikhar Hussain, Chairman, SOFT;
and Ms Fozia Memon, a project
officer at SOFT.
(more next page)

The seven visitors from Pakistan with Dr Michael Mitchell and Michael Pisasale from
Murray Irrigation

The team were analysing otoliths
from fish (collected by An) in the
Mekong (Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam), and Irrawaddy (Myanmar) rivers to determine which
ones moved between the sea and
freshwater.
“We saw some life histories of fish
that had never been seen before,”
says Lee. “It was the first time we’d
seen some species move between
the sea and freshwater which is
pretty significant because it means,
for those fish, that any dams on the
main stems of the rivers are going
to block their access to spawning
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how both the government and the
farmers realise the importance of
water.
“In our country there is no such
policy – well the policy might be
there but there is no practice –
regarding the consumption of water;
you can say there is a poor or
misuse of water,” says Iftikhar. “Here
the government has given a value to
the water, everyone has to pay; it is
not a free commodity, there is even
a water trade between the farmers.
That helps to conserve the water
and helps to avoid the misuse of
water.” Iftikhar believes it is possible
to do something similar in Pakistan.

Above. The visitors from Pakistan stayed at Philippa and Simon Noble’s
farm at Birmin Lodge overnight and were taken on a tour of the property

Their agenda was certainly very
full. It included meeting with representatives from the Murray-Darling
Basin Authority, Commonwealth
Environmental Water Office, ACIAR
and CSIRO, attending the Crawford
Fund’s annual conference in Canberra; meetings with the Holbrook Landcare Collective in Holbrook, Murray
Irrigation Ltd in Deniliquin, Goulburn
Broken CMA and Goulburn Murray
Water in Shepparton, which included
a tour of various sites across the
Shepparton Irrigation District, the
Western Murray Land Improvement
Group in Barham, which included a
visit to the Wakool salt interception
scheme and a farm at Pental Island
to see saltbush trials; an ecotour
along the Barmah Choke; a visit to
Mulwala Dam; an overnight stay at
Philippa and Simon Noble’s farm
at Brimin Lodge; and attending the
Institute organised Murray Darling
Basin Forum, a SEGRA pre-conference workshop.
The group were then based at
Thurgoona for the rest of their stay
where they took part in a two-day
Indus Basin Salinity Program Systems Analysis Workshop and twoday workshop on transdisciplinary
research.

Speaking to Dr Iftikhar Hussain and
Ms Fozia Memon, from the Society
of Facilitators and Trainers
Iftikhar and Fozia are based at
SOFT’s head office in Islamabad
in Pakistan. Their role in the salinity project will focus on community
empowerment, adult education and
participatory learning. For both it was
their first visit to Australia.

“If you empower and educate the
communities, there are some laws
to restrict the misuse of water, and
give the communities the appropriate
technology to conserve water, that
could help improve the situation with
respect to our issue with water,” he
says.
Fozia particularly enjoyed her
visits to the family farms and was
impressed by the plastic liners that
have been installed in the irrigation
canals to help prevent seepage and
the corresponding water loss. (In
Pakistan the canals are often lined
with bricks and/or concrete.)

“For me it has been a very big learnBoth Fozia and Iftikhar thought plasing, particularly from our visits to
tic linings in canals could be a relafarming communities in the Murray
tively cheap solution in helping with
Darling Basin where we met farmers
the problem of salinity in Pakistan.
and farming organisations such as
Fozia also commented that women
landcare groups,” says Iftikhar. “That
in Australia didn’t face the same
[landcare] was interesting to see;
issues with personal security and
how communities are leading the
safety as in Pakistan.
process
and how
Below: Dr Iftikhar Hussain and Ms Fozia Memon
the government is
supportive
in helping them
solve their
problems
by enabling policies.”
Iftikhar
says a
second
learning
he took
from the
visit was
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“In Pakistan it is relatively unsafe for
females to travel alone,” says Fozia.
“That doesn’t seem to be such an
issue here.”
Another difference she found compared to Pakistan was the farming
community in Australia is educated,
with many farms being run and managed by agricultural graduates.
“In terms of salinity control, people
here are ambitious about their land
and manage the salinity on it,” says
Fozia. “That is something that could
be introduced to Pakistan.”
Iftikhar adds that in Australia the
farmers respect the environment
“very much” and want to help look
after if, despite the challenges.
“We have big challenges with our
environment also,” says Iftikhar.
“But we can address those if we
work with the communities to help
improve their livelihoods also as
many of our farmers are poor and
economic security is a big issue.”
Speaking to Professor Bakhshal
Lashari, from Mehran University of
Engineering and Technology, and
Professor Irfan Baig, from Muhammad Nawaz Shareef University of
Agriculture Multan
Bakhshal and Irfan, academic partners in the salinity project, are no
strangers to Australia having been
here several times before including
a visit by Lashari to CSU’s Wagga
Wagga campus.

As well as being involved in the
salinity project, Lashari is involved
in two other ACIAR funded projects,
Efficient participatory irrigation
institutions to support productive and
sustainable agriculture in south Asia,
led by the University of South Australia; and the Institute led groundwater project in Pakistan.

Another thing he noticed on his
previous visits but felt was more
prevalent in this visit was the overall concern about environment and
sustainability.

Ifran, who is also involved in the
groundwater project, was involved in
the initial ACIAR funded Optimising
canal and groundwater management
to assist water user associations
in maximising crop production and
managing salinisation in Australia
and Pakistan project which began
in 2013 and was led by Institute
Adjunct Professor John Blackwell.
Another ACIAR funded project he
is involved in is the CSU Increasing
productivity and profitability of pulse
production in cereal based cropping
systems in Pakistan.

“More traditionally we look at the
problems in isolation,” says Irfran.
“And that is only part of the problem.
But this system of research takes
us to a joint view of the problem,
what it actually is and how it can be
resolved more efficiently.”

“Every time we come to Australia we
learn something new,” says Bakhsal. “This time we met with many
of the institutions such as ACIAR,
the Murray Darling Basin Authority, Murray irrigation Ltd as well as
farmers.” What he was particularly
impressed with was the networking that has developed among the
stakeholders.
Irfran also says he has learnt several
things from the visit.

“This visit we went to Parliament
House and out of the 76 Members
of Parliament, 37 are women,” says
Irfran. “That
shows the
Below: (L to R) Professor Irfan Baig and Professor Bakshal
contribution that
Lashari
women in Australia are having
at a policy level.
Then we went
to a landcare
group that
was headed
by women; a
CMA that was
headed by a
woman…it
shows how the
different sections of society
are integrating
for development.”

Both researchers found the workshop on transdisciplinary research
well worth-while.

Bakhshal says transdisciplinary
or interdisciplinary arrangements
provided the opportunity “to collect
many different sorts of information
and create networking amongst the
societies and the scientists. It also
creates some kind of ownership so
that the work we get from this kind
of research benefits a larger part of
society.”

Events
Workshop on transdisciplinary
research
As part of their two week visit to
Australia, the visitors from Pakistan
also took part in a two-day ILWS
workshop focussed on transdisciplinary research for the final part of
their visit.
The “Workshop to explore framings
for transdisciplinary research in
complex contexts” was held at the
Albury-Wodonga campus August 22
and 23.
The visitors were among the 32
invited workshop participants which
included ILWS members, PhD
students and adjuncts; researchers
from the Graham Centre including its
Director, Associate Professor Marta
Hernandez-Jover, the Faculty of
Science the Faculty of Businesses,
Justice and Behavioural Sciences,
and ILWS stakeholders such as
North East Water and the North East
Catchment Management Authority.
(more next page)
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“We invited participants, mainly
local people that we know are doing
or want to do transdisciplinary
research,” says Associate Professor Catherine Allan, who supported
the workshop organiser, Dr Michael
Mitchell.
“We’ve created a space to reflect on
practice as an ILWS activity because
we are an Institute for Land, Water
and Society.”
Catherine says that while people
often talk about integrating and
transdisciplinary research and there
are many papers available, practical
guidance is not easily available.
“We thought that, by running the
workshop, ILWS could provide
ways of getting into the literature
and into ways of doing things,”
says Catherine. “Otherwise it is a
bit baffling. Systemic co-inquiry and
institutional bricolage can seem
like closed shops. So the workshop
was partly about connecting people
who are passionate, and also about
opening doorways to these different approaches to transdisciplinary
research. The workshop was an
opportunity for social learning.”
Catherine says that the visitors from
Pakistan were invited to join in the
workshop as the project they are
partners with, Living with Salinity, will
work best if it is transdisciplinary.
“We have timed the workshop with
their visit to Australia so they can
not only contribute to the workshop
discussions, but benefit from the
other expertise in the room,” says
Catherine. “They have worked on
their own systems map which is part
of the project’s objective.
Guest experts
The two guest experts brought in
for the workshop were Professor
Ray Ison, from the Open University, based in the UK; and Dr Mark
Stafford-Smith, an Honorary Fellow
with CSIRO.
Ray is an expert in systems thinking, having worked and taught in that
field for over 30 years. While based
in the UK, he often spends time in
Australia as his partner is a professor
at Melbourne University. The Open
University, where he has worked

(L to R) At the workshop, Associate Professor Catherine Allan, Fozia Memon,
and Dr Mark Stafford-Smith

for the past 25 years, is different to
other universities in that it doesn’t
demand any qualifications or standards for entry at under-graduate
level.
“So it is open to all,” says Ray. “We
have developed a model and a quality of education which means that
people without prior qualifications or
who have missed out on the opportunity to go into higher education,
can participate and succeed. The
university has a very strong social
ethos or contract.”
Mark, a dryland systems ecologist,
spent 22 years in Central Australia at Alice Springs with CSIRO
which included running a Desert
Knowledge CRC “which is relevant
because it tried to think in a very
integrated way about remote communities and how remote Australia
operates.”

the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals.”
Both sessions were interactive with
workshop participants working in
groups.
Ray’s session introduced the tool of
“conversation mapping” to discuss
the topic “Doing transdisciplinary
research is…..” with members of the
groups bringing their own histories
and understandings to explore the
issue. The technique is used as a
stepping stone for a systemic coinquiry.
For Mark’s session groups of workshops participants were asked to
look at how their work interacted with
the SDGs, and means of implementation.
Below: Professor Ray Ison

He has been in Canberra for the
past 13 years mostly working on
adaptation to climate change.
Mark has also been involved in a
number of organisations that try to
co-ordinate research internationally;
most recently Future Earth. He was
also involved in the run-up to the
Rio Plus20 conference in 2012 and
development of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.
Ray led a session on “Systemic
co-inquiry” during the workshop,
and Mark a session on “Integrating
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Systemic co-inquiry,
an antidote for living
in a projectified world
“This event [the
workshop] has been
organised by Charles
Sturt University
because of concerns
about transdisciplinarity coming from a
range of directions,”
explains Professor
Ray Ison.
“If you put trans in
any word it means
transform, over and
beyond, so transdisciplinary is over and
beyond a disciplinary
perspective. It creAbove: Workshop participants sharing ideas as part of the conversation mapping activity
ates something that
is emergent or different from just taking a
“But President Kennedy, after they
“So I see systemic inquiry or systemdisciplinary perspective.
got the space shuttle up, said: ’OK,
ic co-inquiry as an antidote to living
now let’s turn our attention to solving
in a projectified world [Associate
“And we tend to organise our study
the problem of inner urban decay.
Professor Catherine Allan has written
and knowledge or knowing pro’But the approach used for getting to
a paper on this issue - C. (2012).
cesses into disciplinary silos which
the moon just doesn’t work for comRethinking the ‘Project’: Bridging
brings a great deal of expertise for
plex problems like inner city decay
the Polarized Discourses in IWRM.
certain things but for the complex,
so you need other approaches.”
Journal of Environmental Policy &
messy, wicked problems that we are
Planning ] which is not to say there
confronting now, such as climate
Ray says we live in a world where
are certain things that you can’t use
change, you need to be able to
we think that nothing can be done
projects for, they will always be necbreak out of disciplinary silos, and
unless it is put into a project.
essary, but they are only specialised
see things from multi, inter or trans
instances of the uncertain.”
disciplinary perspectives.
“But projects only came along 100
years or so ago,” says Ray. “Kids do
Ray explains the difference between
“For transdisciplinarity you need a
projects; academics do projects; we
systemic and systematic inquiry.
way of orchestrating collaboration
get funding to do projects…but to do
across and beyond disciplines to
that you’ve got to specify the out“Systemic means relational; systemcreate new understanding which
comes in advance so it’s almost as
atic means step-by-step which is
emerges from a new ‘system’ where
if you know what the project is going
what we do too much of, we need to
the whole is different from the sum of
to deliver before you start out or
do more of the other,” says Ray.
the parts.”
you’ve got to do the work before you
get the project. It starts in what I call
SDGs a useful checklist
Additionally, Ray says that much of
‘an emotion of certainty,’ where you
science or many disciplinary experts
know what you are going to.
“The Sustainable Development
believe that they are in a privileged
Goals provide a useful checklist or
position to know what the problem is
“Whereas we need to be open to our
framework to make us think more
and therefore know what the solution
not-knowing and the uncertainty of
broadly about how whatever we are
is.
situations because a lot of what is
interested in terms of research or
coming our way is completely new
impact, interacts with other aspects
“That often turns out to be wrong or
to human history. So unless we
or other SDGs basically,” says Dr
what we call ‘taming’ a wicked probstart out in an emotion of not knowMark Stafford-Smith.
lem too prematurely,” he says.
ing, where we are open to different
perspectives and ways of under(More next page)
By way of explanation Ray says a
standing of others, then we are not
classic ‘tame’ problem was getting to
going to make much progress; we
the moon. “You can work out objecare not going to be able to manage
tively through engineering of how to
our unfolding circumstances.
get someone to the moon,” he says.
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“There are 17 SDGs, which is probably a few more than you would want,
but it is actually possible to take
whatever you are doing and ask how
achieving the different SDGs might
help you achieve what you are trying
to do, and conversely how doing
what you are doing is going to help
with some of those other SDGs.”
Mark says asking the workshop participants to also look at their means
of implementation was “about how
you get the impact rather than what
the impact is.
“The purpose of doing all of this is
to look for synergies and trade-offs
between areas because the synergies are obviously areas where we
can get more benefits ‘for the buck’
as it were if we plan it well, and the
trade-offs are often places where
there are winners and losers, and if
we don’t pay attention to them, it will
be a blockage to progress.”
Mark says that in the context of the
workshop overall, participants were
hearing about a series of tools that
people can use together.
“While none of them deal with everything, they are different tools which
can help people think in a more systems oriented way about the things
they are doing and that might be
because they are implementing them
or because they are doing research
on them or because they are funding
them or whatever,” says Mark. “In
any of those cases there will be different consequences. I think though
that, particularly for research, it helps
to think through whether you’ve got

the right expertise on your research
team for the topic because if it
doesn’t deal with some critical barrier, then you are probably not going
to achieve anything.”
Workshop on the rapid assessment
of the ecological character of wetlands -by Rob McInnes
‘Ecological character’ is a fundamental concept underpinning the Ramsar
Convention’s ambition to deliver
the wise use of wetlands. However,
despite adopting a plethora of robust
and valuable guidance, the Ramsar
Convention has never developed
an approach to rapidly assessing
the elements of ecological character
(namely ecosystem components,
processes and services).
Between September 11 and 13,
ILWS funded a three day workshop
hosted by the Sydney Olympic
Park Authority with the specific aim
of developing a framework for the
rapid assessment of the ecological
character of wetlands. Coordinated
by ILWS adjunct Rob McInnes and
attended by the ILWS members and
adjuncts (pictured below), Professor Max Finlayson, Professor Nick
Davidson, Dr Swapan Paul, Dr
Ritesh Kumar, Professor Lijuan Cui
and Dr Yinru Lei, along with wetland
experts from Australia, the workshop
dissected the current understanding
of wetland character and evaluated
the existing approaches to assessment.
During the workshop, the emphasis
shifted to reviewing the definition of
ecological character, and interrogating whether the multiple values of
wetlands
were
genuinely
captured
in the
current
construct
and,
therefore,
were
the
existing

approach to delivering wise use fit
for purpose.
The workshop further investigated
whether the dynamic linkages and
interactions among the biotic, nonabiotic and human elements could
be more clearly defined in order to
move towards the development of
a framework for the rapid assessment of the ecological character of
wetlands. The objective of the such a
framework would be to ensure that a
systems view of wetland, with values
as the leverage point for evaluation,
was developed.
The attendees at the workshop
discussed the approach to developing a framework for the rapid
assessment of wetland ecological
character, given the need to embed
further human values. They intend to
develop their ideas through the submission of a peer-reviewed paper,
as well as working towards a tool-kit
approach to the rapid assessment
through the development of practical
applications in inter alia India, China,
Myanmar and Australia.
As part of a longer-term road map
they will investigate showcasing
the workshop outputs at various
international events including INTECOL 2020, the Society of Wetland
Scientists’ meeting, Quebec, 2020
and potentially the next Conference of the Contracting Parties to
the Ramsar Convention (COP14) in
China in 2021.

Coming Up
Freshwater Macroecology Symposium
Dr Keller Kopf is organising an international symposium on freshwater
macroecology in Albury, Dec. 15 to
18, 2020. The symposium will bring
together macroecological studies
that investigate broad-scale general
patterns in the organisation of freshwater ecosystems and assemblages
and the processes that unerlie them.
Selected papers will be considered
for a special virtual issue of Global
Ecology and Biogeography. For more
https://macroecologylife.wpcomstaging.com/2019/07/18/freshwater-macroecology-symposium/
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Engagement: Internal
New fisheries conservation course
Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner and Dr Keller Kopf have
been working with the Faculty of Science to design some new graduate
certificate courses.
“They will be the only graduate certificate courses on fisheries conservation and management offered in
Australia,” says Lee.
“We have identified a need and
are targeting professionals who
want to get a formal qualification.
So people working with Catchment
Management Authorities, Local Land
Services, within fisheries, agencies, hydro-power companies, water
management people…anyone like
that who want to obtain a formal
qualification.
“The whole idea of the course is
to be hands on and practically
focussed. One of the reasons we
have developed this course is that
we are hoping that the research we
do in ILWS can inspire the teaching
and learning outcomes.
“Everything we do will be real world.
Basically cases studies where information led to new practices being
applied, that’s what the whole course
is about. It’s focussing on how to get
practical outcomes for fish in a world
where we are developing rivers at
unprecedented rate.
“We will be making use of the new
aquatic research facility at Albury
campus, as the research we do there
will be part of the curriculum.”
The course is open for enrolments
and the first session starts next year.
For more information about the
Graduate Certificate in Fish Conservation and Management go to https://
study.csu.edu.au/courses/science/
graduate-certificate-fish-conservation-management

Visit to Bathurst and
Wagga Wagga campuses
ILWS Business team members Kris Gibbs, administration officer, and Simone
Engdahl, social media
and website coordinator,
were supported by the
Faculty of Arts and Education to travel to Bathurst to
attend the report launch
for A trade of one’s own:
Regional NSW stakeholder
findings – barriers and proposed solutions for women
in the manual trades 2019
on Tuesday, September 10.

(Above) Dr Julia Howitt and her PhD student Thiloka
Kariyawasam

The visit also provided opportunities to meet with ILWS Bathurstbased members including Associate
Professor Branka Krivokapic-Skoko
and Dr Clifford Lewis for morning tea
before the report launch.
ILWS researchers who attended
the launch including PhD candidate
Lucia Wursch, Professor Mark Morrison, Dr Larissa Bamberry, Dr Donna
Bridges and Dr Elizabeth Wulff.
In the afternoon Simone and Kris
met with members from CSU Engineering Dr Lalantha Senevirathna,
Dr Saeed Shaeri, Dr Reza Mahinroosta and Dr Karthika Pillai, and
enjoyed a tour of the foyer of the
engineering building and the water
filtration model.

Kariyawasam, Dr Andrew Peters
and Associate Professor Damian
Candusso.
“A common message heard was the
desire for more opportunities to meet
with other ILWS members and the
business team to develop connections,” says Simone.
“Conversations in person often lead
to unexpected new ideas, creative
possibilities, and collaboration.”
On both trips Kris and Simone also
took the opportunity to meet other
CSU staff members who provide
support for ILWS members including
the travel office, the computer shop
and the Research Office.

The following week Kris and Simone
travelled to
Wagga Wagga
(L to R) Dr Saeed Shaeri, Dr Karthika Pillai, Dr Lalantha
for training in
Senevirathna and Dr Reza Mahinroosta.
the CRO Pure
system with
Carla Daws.
They spent
time meeting with ILWS
member Associate Professor
Maree Bernoth,
and enjoyed
afternoon tea
discussions
with Dr Julia
Howitt, her PhD
student Thiloka
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ILWS Honours Scholarships
ILWS is now supporting honours students who are supervised by ILWS
members and conducting research
projects that align with ILWS’s
research themes.
Eight ILWS-funded scholarships of
$3000 stipend and up to $3000 operating were awarded earlier this year
to students conducting their research
in 2019.
These students are:
• Chi Wei, supervised by Professor David Watson in the School
of Environmental Sciences,
Pulsed resource availability and
avian responses in arid Australia
• Georgina Gould-Hardwick,
supervised by Professor David
Watson in the School of Environmental Sciences, Parasitic plants
as facilitators: the influence of
Exocarpos aphyllus on insectivorous prey availability
• Kristen Mallinson, supervised
by Dr Jodi Price in the School of
Environmental Sciences, Comparison of control techniques for
the exotic plant Opuntia aurantiaca in a grassy woodland
• Leiann Vicars, supervised by Dr
Philip Birch in the Centre for Law
and Justice, Pathways in and
pathways out of criminality; an
examination into a rural Indigenous community
• Matthew Kovacevic, supervised by Associate Professor
Andrew Hall in the School of
Environmental Sciences, Climate
Refuge Index of the Murray Darling Basin produced from a 1x1
metre spatial resolution
• Olive Lockett, supervised by
Dr Clifford Lewis in the School
of Management and Marketing,
‘A Place For Us’: Developing a
Holistic Framework for Organising LGBTQI+ Pride Events in
Rural Areas
• Rebecca Finis, supervised by
Associate Professor Andrew Hall
in the School of Environmental
Sciences, Spatial variability in
observed changes in temporal
climate variability
• Thomas Munro, supervised by
Dr Jodi Price in the School of
Environmental Sciences, Effectiveness of seed enhancement
technologies to protect seedlings
from the effects of post-emer-

gence herbicide
Congratulations to all successful
applicants.
Round Two Individual Member Support
ILWS has provided a total of $40,692
to 24 members for members to
attend conferences, purchase equipment, and engage with stakeholders.

Awards
2019 CSU Excellence Award
The 2019 Charles Sturt Excellence
Award for Vibrant Regional Communities, which was won by a mostly
ILWS team was presented at the
Albury-Wodonga campus on July 27,
as part of the celebrations for CSU’s
Foundation Day.
Vibrant Regional Communities recognises and celebrates individuals
and teams that partner with others
through projects to effect positive
bold change to deliver resilient
people, sustainable environments,
and flourishing communities, ensuring the delivery of real and impactful
benefits.
The award, presented by Albury
City Mayor, Cr Kevin Mack, was for
Leading research : Sustainability of
Snowy 2.0 Pumped Hydroscheme.

Team members were Associate Professor Lee Baumgartner, Dr Nathan
Ning, Dr Katie Doyle, Cameron
McGregor, Geoff Gibson, Dr Wayne
Robinson, Jarrod McPherson, Dr
Luiz Martins da Silva, Mark Evans,
Dr Craig Boys (Institute Adjunct &
NSW DPI).
“The last 12 months presented huge
challenges to the project team,” says
Lee. “It delivered a world first, an
Australian first and the construction
of new research facilities on campus
at Albury-Wodonga – all aligned
with an infrastructure project of
national significance. It was great to
see ILWS and DFM work so closely
together to deliver a fantastic project
with world class results.”

Lee’s two daughter’s Ava, and Lily,
also helped celebrate Foundation
Day by baking cakes for the day’s
“bake-off” with Ava winning the
“nailed it” section for her cake
(pictured above).

Below: Members of the award-winning team. Pic N. Scott
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Profiles
Dr Xiaoying Liu
You can sense the determination in
Dr Xiaoying (“Sha sha”) Liu (right).
The determination to prove to herself
and her family back home in China
that she made the right decision is
coming to Australia to do her PhD;
the determination to make a career
as an environmental scientist; and
the determination to make Australia
home.
This year that determination (not
to mention all her hard work) has
certainly paid off for the 32 year old.
She was granted Permanent Residency in May; she purchased her
first home in Thurgoona in August;
and, after nearly three years of
casual, part-time and full-time work,
she has secured a position as a fulltime Post-doctoral Research Fellow
with ILWS based at the AlburyWodonga campus.
The journey however hasn’t been
without its share of challenges
which include adapting to a different
culture, doing physically demanding
field work in remote areas, learning to drive, and writing academic
papers in English.
Sha sha, comes from Shandong in
China. Her first visit to Australia in
2009 when she attended her sister’s
wedding in Sydney.
“I loved Sydney and I just love this
country,” says Sha sha. A year after
she graduated from her Bachelor
Degree in Applied Chemistry from
Shandong Normal University, she
returned to Australia to do her Masters in Applied Science (Environmental Science) at The University of
Sydney.
She was back in China when she
received an offer from CSU for a
PhD scholarship project on the
Ecological Characterisation and
Scenario Setting for Lake Cowal
(2012-2015) funded by the Lake
Cowal Foundation, with principal
supervisor Institute Director Professor Max Finlayson
Despite her family’s concerns, Sha

sha took up the
offer and moved to
Australia in 2012.
“It was the first
big decision in my
life that I made by
myself,” says Sha
sha.
One of her biggest
challenges has
been the change
from living in an
urban environment
to a rural, and at
times remote, environment.
“The first time I
went out in the
field in a 4WD to Lake Cowal the
field work was very challenging,”
says Sha sha. “I’m not a really big,
tall person and in China I didn’t do
many outdoor activities. But when I
came here, I had to take soil samples, carry things….it was really
quite challenging. But throughout
the degree I received good support
from my supervisors Max, Professor
Robyn Watts and Dr Julia Howitt.”
Sha sha says she also got homesick, missing an urban environment.
When she first arrived in Albury, she
was shocked at how small the town
was.
As English in not her first language,
Sha sha says she has also found the
language challenging. “It’s not just
about speaking, it’s also about writing,” she says. “It’s not normal email
writing; it’s academic writing. But I’m
slowly improving.”
Culturally too, things are very different in Australia to China.
“There are cultural differences as
well,” says Sha sha. “But I think
Albury is better than Sydney. The
people are nicer to me and friendlier
so I am happy here. I am incredibly
lucky that I have had good people
around me to support and help me.”
After submitting her thesis on ’Applying a Transdisciplinary Approach
to Improve the Understanding of
Current and Future States of Inland
Ephemeral Wetlands: An Australian
Case Study’ in March 2016, Sha sha
was wondering what her next step

would be. She began planning a
holiday but chose instead to take up
an offer by Professor Robyn Watts of
casual work, working as a Research
Assistant on the project Long Term
Intervention Monitoring for the
Edward-Wakool River system.
That led to a part-time job, three
days a week, in 2017 and early in
2018 Sha sha began working fulltime as a Research Officer.
Most of Sha sha’s work has been
on the LTIM and associated projects
(blue-green algal monitoring and a
study on hypoxic blackwater refuge
flows). Last year she led an experiment to examine carbon and nutrient
releases and effects on dissolved
oxygen (DO) following the inundation
of different types of soils, grasses
and crops from the Edward-Wakool
floodplain.
The resulting paper from that work
- Liu, X., Watts, R. J., Howitt, J. A.,
& McCasker, N. (2019) Carbon and
nutrient release from experimental
inundation of agricultural and forested floodplain soil and vegetation:
influence of floodplain land use on
the development of hypoxic blackwater during floods. Marine and Freshwater Research – was published this
year.
In September this year she landed
her position as an ILWS Post-doctoral Research Fellow, a three year
position.
Sha sha is delighted, proud and
grateful to have secured the post-
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doc, an important mile-stone in her
career and a logical career progression for researcher. She will be
working on a number of projects
including:
• an environmental flows project
Monitoring, Evaluation and
Research- Edward-Wakool
(2019-2022) funded by the Commonwealth Environmental Water
Office and led by Professor
Robyn Watts
• a water quality project along the
Murray River system funded by
the Murray Darling Basin Authority and led by CSIRO Land and
Water - Monitoring productivity
outcomes of the 2019 River
Murray Channel multi-site
water for the environment
event (2019-2020). Sha sha
and Robyn Watts will be working
with Dr Gavin Rees, Dr Tapas
Biswas, Dr Paul McInerney, Dr
Daryl Nielsen and John Pengelly
from CSIRO Land and Water
on this project (all of whom are
ILWS adjunct researchers except
for Tapas.)
• a project funded by the Forestry
Corporation of NSW, Contribution of Koondrook-Perricoota
floodplain runoff to the productivity of the Wakool River
(2019-2020) led by Professor
Robyn Watts
Looking at all the work ahead, Sha
sha agrees that she will be “busier
than ever. But I am so grateful to
be given this opportunity and that
people believe in me. It has given
me more confidence and it is very
interesting work”.

Dr Nicholas Pawsey
It seems these days that, more and
more, researchers are being asked
to consider the financial or economic
implications, as well as the environmental and/or social aspects, when
designing their research projects.
And that’s just where someone like
Dr Nicholas Pawsey, an accountant with financial analysis skills, can
come in. (Pictured above right)
While his specific research interests
including water policy and management, international accounting standards, and public sector accounting,
his skills can be utilised for all type of
research as evidenced by the range

of projects he is currently
working on which includes
being CI on a Soils CRC
project looking at financial
incentives for good soil stewardship, https://soilcrc.com.
au/projects-2/, and a project
looking to encourage greater
use of irrigation pump and
diversion fish screening.
Nick, whose parents were
both teachers, grew up
Orange and Bathurst where
he did his undergraduate
studies in accounting at
Charles Sturt University –
Bathurst campus - in the
early 2000s.
“I always had a passion for
finance and business and numbers,” says Nick who, was drawn to
research in his field, influenced by
the then Head of School, Professor
Reg Mathews, a world renowned
environmental accounting researcher.
Nick secured a scholarship with CSU
to do his Honours on international
accounting standards. While doing
his Honours he began lecturing
part-time and ended up being able
to convert his Honours to a PhD, on
the adoption of international reporting standards in Australia, which he
completed in 2013.
In the mid-2000s he moved into
a full-time academic position, still
based at Bathurst, and was there
until 2010 when he moved to La
Trobe University in Wodonga to
take up a position as an accounting
lecturer.
He was at La Trobe for six years,
during which time he completed
his PhD on the adoption of international financial reporting standards
in Australia in 2013, became the
Albury-Wodonga Coordinator for
the La Trobe Business School, and
was a member of La Trobe’s Centre
in Water Policy and Management
(CWPM). In 2016 he returned to
CSU, but this time to its AlburyWodonga campus, to take up a
position as a senior lecturer with the
School of Accounting and Finance
and became a member of ILWS.
“My initial research interest was

in regards to global accounting
harmonisation whereby there has
been a shift towards a common set
of accounting standards around
the world,” says Nick. “Historically,
different countries developed their
own accounting standards to suit
their own unique environments but
with global trade, global investment,
differences in accounting practices
have become problematic. So over
the past few decades there has
been an increased push to develop
a single set of accounting standards
called IFRS – International Financial Reporting Standards. Australia
moved to adopt those standards in
2005.”
Nick’s PhD focussed on the “costs
and benefits” of adoption of the
standards “exploring the rhetoric of
whether or not the adoption of those
standards would be a positive thing
for our large listed companies, looking at the transitionary costs and the
impact on financial reporting quality.”
What he found was “that overall, very
few firms perceived the change to
be cost-beneficial. Many highlighted
that existing Australian standards
were well regarded internationally
and foreign investors were able to
understand and interpret them. For
some companies the cost of the transition was well in excess of $1million
and, given the perceived complexity
of the new standards, many felt that
the costs of IFRS adoption would be
ongoing”, says Nick who, post PhD,
has continued to research the effects
of the change.
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This has included a review of the
available academic research concerning the impact of IFRS adoption in Australia for the Australian Accounting Standards Board
(AASB). https://www.aasb.gov.au/
admin/file/content102/c3/AASB_
RR-12_10_16_IFRS_Lit_Review.pdf
Consistent with his own PhD results,
“other survey research of manager
attitudes towards IFRS identified
a degree of negativity towards the
change. A number of studies did,
however, point to a number of positives in terms of quality of accounting
standards and the ability for analysts
to make accurate projections based
on the financial statements.”
Nick says his move to La Trobe
University gave him the opportunity
to work with a team of water economists and water policy experts and
become more involved in water
policy research, specifically water
pricing.
“As part of my water pricing research
I’ve been interested in how we
set and regulate water prices and
whether or not these prices have had
positive outcomes for the industry
and customers,” says Nick. “How
effective have regulators been in
balancing between the needs of
customers for affordable prices and
the needs of water businesses for
sufficient revenues?”
Nick is also interested in the efficiency of water businesses through
time given the impacts of changes to
regulation, and how effective water
businesses have been in meeting
the needs of customers in terms of
service quality.
While at La Trobe he undertook a
number of funded research projects
for the Essential Services Commission of Victoria, which is the
regulator for water pricing in Victoria, on the financial performance of
the industry and the impact of its
oversight on the profitability of the
industry and the industry’s ability to
generate income for the government
in the form of dividends and taxes.
“They were also interested in the
reliability of how water businesses
measure their assets and account
for their performance,” says Nick

whose research in water policy is
continuing. “Within the water industry
itself and pricing policy there has
been a shift away from focussing on
the mechanics of measuring prices
through establishing the operating
costs, capital expenditure budgets
….to a greater focus on customer
engagement.”
Nick, together with colleagues Dr
Tahmid Nayeem and Associate
Professor Dr Xiaodi Huang, have
been researching how effectively
water businesses engage with their
customers using social media channels with a paper published on that
research last year.
“We’ve certainly seen a rapid growth
in the amount of content that water
businesses are posting on Facebook
over the past five years,” says Nick.
“We went from very few water businesses having a Facebook page to
the situation now where almost every
large water business has a Facebook presence with regular content.”
However using social media to
engage with customers wasn’t
always effective given the customer
base.
“You don’t see a huge amount of
comments,” says Nick. “Very few
water businesses appear willing to
open up a discussion on water pricing in those platforms. Often water
businesses use social media as a
platform to disseminate information
but once they have posted their message rarely engage in any follow-up
discussion. However there certainly
have been some very effective social
media campaigns with visual images
and videos to encourage watersaving behaviours and responsible
waste water management practices.”
The team has used similar social
media analysis techniques to look at
other water policy issues including
the National Carp Control Plan, and
an on-going review of top performing water businesses in Victoria and
their successful engagement practices.
As well as being the CI on the
CRC Soils project, Collaborative
approaches to Innovation, Nick is
also a member of the team working
on the new Screens for Streams:

Boosting native fish stocks
through improved water extraction
practices project. Nick will be helping to develop the project’s Pump
Screen Communication Plan to promote screening options to irrigators
and the water industry.
“Having a finance background my
main contribution will be an analysis
of the impact of pump screens on
irrigation efficiency…so the financial
viability of pump screening beyond
the obvious important environmental
benefits of fish protection can be
better understood,” says Nick.
“Self-cleaning pump screens keep
debris and fish out of pumps enabling pumps to run more efficiently
and reducing irrigation down-time
given the reduced need to back-flush
pumps.”
For the project Nick and the project’s
CI Dr Tahmid Nayeem will be travelling throughout NSW over the next
six months interviewing a wide range
of potential and current screen users
as well as other stakeholders “trying
to get a sense of the level of awareness of pump screens, the extent to
which pump clogging is a problem,
where the knowledge gaps are, and
how farmers want to receive more
information about pump screens.
This will help us design our communication plan.”
The researchers are targeting all the
major irrigation communities throughout NSW and will be working closely
with Associate professor Lee Baumgartner and Institute Adjunct Dr Craig
Boys from NSW DPI on the project.
“The great thing about ILWS is
the close relationships it has with
industry and I’m keen to continue to
do research that is closely related
to the needs of industry and having
an impact on water policy and soil
management,” says Nick. “That’s
where the environment and accounting come together.
“The funding bodies now recognise
that a water project, a soil project,
isn’t just about water science or soil
science, you’ve got to recognise the
economics, you need a multi-disciplinary approach.”
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Opinion
The Urgent Need for a Comprehensive and Independent
Water Audit of the MurrayDarling Basin
By John Williams, Adjunct Professor, ILSW, and Honorary Professor,
Crawford School of Public Policy,
ANU, and R. Quentin Grafton, Professor, Crawford School of Public
Policy, ANU
Water management in the MurrayDarling Basin (MDB) has generated
much public controversy and also
widespread distrust in state and
federal authorities. A general failure
to apply transparent processes from
policy development to monitoring,
water accounting and compliance
has led to a high level of uncertainty
with respect to water security across
the diversity of community interests
within the Basin.
A key challenge for irrigators is
uncertainty in the volume of water
entitlements in the setting of Baseline Diversion limits (BDLs) and,
thus, the Sustainable Diversion
Limits (SDLs). This is of particular concern in the northern MDB
because of the unknown volumes
and nature of flood plain water harvesting.
A way to mitigate this uncertainty
is to have a comprehensive and
independent water audit that would
transparently evaluate:
1. return flows associated with
changes in irrigation efficiency;
2. how current and future water
entitlements are to be calculated
in the transition to SDLs, especially with proposed changes
to provide tradable water entitlements for floodplain water
harvesting; and
3. the consequences of climate
change for the reliability of existing water entitlements.
A detailed case for each of these
issues of uncertainty and the gaps in
existing water accounts of the Basin
are provided in Grafton and Williams
(2019).
We contend that a water audit is

urgently needed to respond to the
following key questions: Where is the
water? How is it being used? And,
what volumes of water are being
diverted and returned to the system?
A comprehensive water audit across
all catchments and integrates across
catchments would provide a sound
basis for decision-making. The water
audit we propose would help ensure
that all owners of water entitlements
(including the Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder) obtain their
‘fair share’ of the available water,
now and into the future.
In calling for a water audit, we recognise that there is an existing set
of water accounts that could form
the starting point for an Audit. For
instance, the Bureau of Meteorology
(BOM) publishes a National Water
Account based on modelling and
water balance methods that currently
exist for 10 regions of Australia,
including the MDB.
While the existing water accounts
are a useful beginning, none of these
accounts are independently audited.
The closest we have to an independent audit is a recent statutory review
of the Barwon-Darling Water Sharing
plan by the NSW Natural Resources
Commission (NRC). It draws attention to “the (NSW) Water Management Act 2000 (the Act) which clearly
prioritises protection of the water
source and dependent ecosystems,
followed by basic landholder rights
including native title, and then other
extractive uses. The current Water
Resource Plan for the Barwon-Darling has not effectively achieved this
prioritisation.”
Indeed, this statutory review by the
NRC finds “…changes to the water
sharing rules in the Plan area have
resulted in an increased allowance
for extractive use at lower flow
classes that are critical to the environment. These provisions benefit the economic interests of a few
upstream users over the ecological
and social needs of the many.”
Further the NRC states “Current
Plan provisions fail to protect ecologically important flow pulses and
low flows, which are under increased
stress from upstream extraction and
drought conditions.”

If there had been a proper set of
water accounts, independently
audited, the multiple problems in the
Barwon-Darling (as described in the
NRC statutory review) could have
been identified years ago. Indeed,
it is the critical contemporaneous
analysis of monthly water consumption that provides the foundation
for good water governance and the
ability to identify problems, and to
correct them, before there is a crisis.
Further the current accounts lack
many of the features that are essential in financial accounting (Young,
2006). His work points out clearly
that double entry accounting and
double entry bookkeeping requires
that for every credit there is a debit.
Such accounting forces assessment of where gains and losses
reside. Applied to water, double entry
accounting would require managers to ensure that whenever one
person takes more water someone
else takes less water. If environmental allocations were managed in a
similar way, then a manager would
be able to rule off the accounts at
any point in time and, using a set of
well-established performance ratios,
assess the health of any river or
aquifer system (Young, 2006).
Without transparent and audited
water accounts that include measures or reliable estimates of recoverable return flows, floodplain water
harvesting and climate change
impacts on water accounts and large
unmitigated risks will remain for all
water users. These risks will continue to jeopardise the successful
implementation of the current Basin
Plan, future levels of SDLs, and also
the reliability of water entitlements
within the MDB.
References
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Adjuncts
Dr Paul McInerney

More recently, Paul’s research
focus has centred on trophic ecology in freshwater ecosystems. Paul
coordinated the food web theme of
the Commonwealth Environmental
Water Office (CEWO)’s MurrayDarling Basin Environmental Water
Knowledge and Research (EWKR)
project) and he has been involved
with a number of other projects for
the Murray Darling Basin Authority
that focussed on similar themes.
Paul is part of a consortium of
research organisations working on
the NSW DPI funded Basal Food
Resources project. This project will
explore how the operation of dams in
NSW might be modified to increase
riverine productivity and will investigate the role of unregulated tributaries in triggering biological responses
during large flow events.

The arrival of new ILWS Adjunct Dr
Paul McInerney (above), a member
of CSIRO Land & Water’s Managing
Water Ecosystems group, highlights
further the growing partnership
between CSIRO and the University.
Paul is a familiar face in the AlburyWodonga region. He grew up on a
farm at Rutherglen before moving to
Melbourne to do a Bachelor of Science degree at Monash University.
Paul returned to the region in 2000
to study Honours at La Trobe University, Wodonga where he investigated
the influence of inter-basin water
transfer on macroinvertebrate communities in the upper Murray River.
He then spent five years working and travelling overseas before
returning to work at the Murray
Darling Freshwater Research Centre
(MDFRC) first as a technician, and
then later as a Research Fellow.
During this period he completed a
PhD part-time with La Trobe University, which he finished in 2016.
Paul’s PhD research explored the
effects of invasive willows on stream
ecosystem dynamics and was supervised by Dr Ben Gawne, Dr Phil
Suter and Dr Gavin Rees.

Paul has recently accepted a new
position as a research scientist with
CSIRO Land and Water in September and moved from La Trobe in
Wodonga to CSU’s Albury-Wodonga
campus to join colleagues Dr Gavin
Rees and Dr Daryl Nielsen.
Paul has already been collaborating
with ILWS researchers (Professor
Robyn Watts and Dr Sha sha Liu) on
a new project - Monitoring productivity outcomes of the 2019 River
Murray Channel multi-site water
for the environment event - funded
by the MDBA and CEWO and led by
CSIRO.
“Water for the environment is being
used in the River Murray throughout
winter and spring and is intended to
ultimately provide benefits for native
fish,” says Paul. “Release of this
water is being coordinated with environmental flows from the Goulburn
River, as well as natural flows and
operational flow. Our role is to measure carbon and nutrient loads along
with zooplankton density during the
flow.”
The project is an excellent example
of how CSIRO and ILWS researchers are working together in a very
practical way.
“The CSIRO team will be doing the
field sampling every second week
and the CSU team led by Robyn
Watts will be doing field work every

other week in conjunction with other
ongoing projects,” says Paul.
Paul’s new role will also involve
working with CSIRO’s Modelling
Water Ecosystems group led by Dr
Klaus Joehnk on a range of projects
across the MDB.
As to the move to the Albury-Wodonga campus, Paul says: “I’m very
pleased to be here. I’d been at La
Trobe for 12 years so it was time for
a change.”
And he is also happy that he has
been able to stay in the area “as I
have three kids and a farm at Yackandandah.”

Adjunct News
Birds in black box woodlands
Dr Richard Loyn through his consultancy Eco Insights has completed
two reports for the Mallee CMA on
birds in Black Box woodlands, and
has a contract for similar work this
year. He is also continuing to work
on various projects for Melbourne
Water, of which he is a member of its
Biodiversity Conservation Advisory
Committee.
Ethical Wildlife Research in Australia
Along with co-editors Bradley Smith
(University of Central Queensland), Corinne Alberthsen (Mater
Research), and Damian Morrant
(Biosphere Environmental Consultants), ILWS Adjunct Dr Helen P.
Waudby was recently commissioned
by CSIRO Publishing to prepare a
book with the working title Ethical
Wildlife Research in Australia.
“The book will be a resource to
assist researchers and members of
animal ethics committees navigate
the ethics approval process and
support ethical research practices,”
says Helen. Chapters will include
standard operating procedures for
diverse research techniques, including new and emerging technologies,
and taxon-specific accounts. The
resource is intended to help foster a
national approach to wildlife research
methods for field-based research
involving all Australian native and
exotic taxa.
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New Adjuncts
A big welcome to our recent new
adjuncts Dr John Koehn, a fish
ecologist from the Arthur Rylan
Institute, Ms Lorraine Hardwick
who will be working as a Research
Assistant on the Monitoring,
Evaluation and Research - Murrumbidgee project, Andy Herb,
an alpine ecologist based in Colorado in the U.S., and Dr Matthew
Simpson, a UK based wetland
scientist.

Post-graduates

populations.
We also welcome Dr Karthika
Krishna Pillai, (pictured below)
a water coastal engineer,who is
based at the Bathurst campus.
Karthika’s research interests
include coastal engineering and
management; water resources
engineering; construction engineering; wave structure interaction; and climate change.
Above: Ghulam Zakir Hassan receiving a
shield of honor for his paper

PhD news
Welcome to new PhD student Thanasak Poomchaivej who is being
supervised by Associate Professor
Lee Baumgartner, Dr Xiaodi Huang
and Institute Adjunct Professor
Martin Mallen-Cooper. Thanasak is
an industry funded part-time student
funded through the Assessing fisheries migration measures at Xayaburi
Dam in Lao PDR project and will be
working alongside the ILWS team.
A part-time student he is based in
Thailand.

ate Professor Catherine Allan and Mr
Faiz Raza Hassan. The presentation
was awarded one of the shields of
honor” at the conference. Zakir also
attended the “Enhancing biodiversity
with fish-friendly irrigation in Asia “
workshop coordinated by ILWS and
FAO, and a workshop on irrigation
modernization run by Asian Development Bank, who sponsored Zakir’s
attendance to the conference.

Congratulations to ILWS PhD scholarship recipient Dr Liz Znidersic
who has had her PhD on “Optimising
monitoring techniques for secretive
marsh birds” approved for graduation.

Welcomes

As part of his PhD project on
“Exploring the potential of taxidermy
Murray cod mounts to inform past
environmental conditions” ILWS
PhD scholarship recipient Matt
O’Connell has updated his Codspot Map which shows public hosted
mounts. It shows the location of 307
heads, 89 whole and 26 replicas.
http://www.codspot.com.au/map/

Members’ News
Welcome to new ILWS member Dr
Raf Freire, an ethologist, based at
the Albury-Wodonga campus. Raf
(pictured below) has a background
in zoology and experimental psychology. He seeks to better understand the effect of human contact
on animal behaviour in a broad
range of contexts including on captive animals, animals involved in
re-introduction programs, and wild

Farewells
It’s goodbye to ILWS members Dr
Adam Frew, Associate Professor
Damian Candusso, and Institute
Director Professor Max Finlayson.
Damian, from the School of Communication and Creative Industries,
is headed north to Queensland
University of Technology in Brisbane
where he has accepted a position as
the Head of the School of Creative
Practice.
Adam (pictured below) has also
headed north, to the University of
Southern Queensland to take up
an ongoing position as a lecturer in
environment and sustainability.

PhD student Ghulam Zakir Hassan
attended the Third Word Irrigation Forum, held in Bali, Indonesia,
September 1 to 7. Zakir has written a
post event report on the forum which
had as its major theme, Development for water, food and nutrition
security in a competitive environment. The report includes details
of a paper Zakir presented at the
conference on “Historical sustainability of groundwater in Indus Basin in
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A new era for Professor Max Finlayson
Professor Max Finlayson, after 12 years in the position, has decided to retire as Director of the Institute, with
Associate Professor Andrew Hall, acting director for the next six months.
But as we well know, many academics never really retire. Max will be staying on as an Institute Adjunct and
no doubt will be kept busy with the many roles he has (some of which are for a fixed term). They include being
Ramsar Chair for the Wise Use of Wetlands, IHE-Delft; President of the Society of Wetland Scientists; a Scientific
Committee member of the International Lake Environment Committee; an Independent Scientist with the Lake
Cowal Foundation; Chair of the Winton Wetlands’ Management Committee’s Environmental Strategy Advisory
Panel, a panel member of the Sydney Olympic Park Authority Wetland Education and Training Program, and a
visiting Professor at the China Academy of Forestry Institute for Wetland Research in Beijing. Max will also continue as Editor-in-Chief of the CSIRO Publishing journal Marine and Freshwater Research.
Project wise Max is a team member of the new Modernising irrigated agriculture to protect and restore
aquatic biodiversity and ecosystem services in SE Asia (2019-2021) project funded by Australian Water Partnership/UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (UN FAO). His role in the ACIAR funded Improving groundwater
management to enhance agriculture and farming livelihoods in Pakistan project has been handed over to
the Acting Director.
He is also now the secondary supervisor of HDR students Michael Vanderzee, Sangay Wangchuk and Gayle
Partridge.
Enough to keep him busy in retirement we’re sure, alongside developing a year round supply of home grown
organic vegetables, developing a chilli-laced pale ale, and being walked by the three hounds. He’ll also be kept
busy completing a long delayed book on wetland ecology and management based on his experiences in many
countries and with global assessments. “A narrative on field adventures in global wetlands, it will likely be banned
by the safety committee, or treated as pure fiction,” says Max.
Thank-you Max for your many and varied contributions to the Institute and the University as a whole.
Left: A Step Back in Time: Max, Dr Angela
Ragusa and Institute Adjunct Professor Kath
Bowmer at the ILWS Research Forum in
Wagga Wagga, 2009

Right: Max, with Lee Baumgartner, Glen
Johnson (DELWP), Dale Nimmo, Tom Croft
(NECMA) at the Innovations in Conservation Workshop in Wangaratta, 2016. Pic S.
Dallinger
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Publications
The following is a selection of members’ publications over the past three
months. For more go to our publications page on the web
.

Peer Reviewed Papers

Baumgartner, L.J., Deng, Z., Ning,
N., Conallin, J. & Lynch, A. (2019)
Irrigation, fisheries and sustainable
development goals: the important of
working collaboratively to end world
hunger and malnutrition. Marine and
Freshwater Research. 70: ii-iii.
Lennox, R.J., Paukert, C., Aarestrup,
K., Auger Methe, M., Baumgartner,
L.J., Birnie-Gauvin, K., Boe, K.,
Brink, K., Brownscommbe, J.W.,
Chen, Y., Davidsen, J.G., Eliason, E.,

Filous, A., Gillanders, B.M., Helland,
I., Horodysky, A.Z., JanuchowskiHartley, SR, Lowerre-Barbieri, S.,
Lucas, M.C., Martins, E., Murchie,
K.J., Pmopeu, P.S., Power, M.,
Ragavan, R., Rahel, F., Secor, D.,
Thiem, J.D., Thorstad, E.B., Ueda,
H. & Cooke, S.J. (2019) 100 pressing questions on the future of global
fish migration science, conservation,
and policy. Frontiers of Ecology and
Environment. 7:286.
Hughes, C., Bernoth, M. & Winkler, D. (2019) Increasing the
social participation of older rural
residents: Opportunities offered by
“OPTEACH”. Australian Journal
Rural Health.  27: 317– 321.
Spelten, E.R. & Burmeister, O.K.
(2019) Growing old gracefully in rural

and remote Australia?. Australian
Journal Rural Health, 27: 272-274.
Anderson, E.P., Jackson, S.,
Tharme, R.E., Douglas, M., Flotemersch, J.E., Zwarteveen, M., Lokgariwar, C., Montoya, M., Wali, A.,
Tipa, G.T., Jardine, T.D., Olden, J.D.,
Cheng, L., Conallin, J., et al. (2019)
Understanding rivers and their social
relations: A critical step to advance
environmental water management,
WIREs Water
Imran, M.A., Ali, A., Ashfaq, M.,
Hassan, S., Culas, R. & Ma. C.
(2019) Impact of climate smart agriculture (CSA) through sustainable
irrigation management on Resource
use efficiency: A sustainable production alternative for cotton, Land Use
Policy 88: 104113

Marine and Freshwater Special Issue launched at World Irrigation Forum
The water–food–energy nexus is central to sustainable development. Demand for all three is increasing, driven by
a rising global population, rapid urbanisation, changing diets and economic growth. In response, many countries
are expanding irrigation infrastructure to produce food, and building dams to secure water and generate power. In
some instances, this can create pressure for other food resources, such as fish. This research front explores the
concept that irrigation and fisheries must advance collaboratively if the Sustainable Development Goals are to meet
their intended goals of no poverty and zero hunger. This collection of papers was presented at ICID 2019, the 3rd
Irrigation Forum, held in Bali, Indonesia, in September 2019.
Lynch, A.J., Baumgartner, L.J., Boys, C.A., Conallin, J., Cowx, I.G., Finlayson, C.M., Franklin, P.A., Hogan, Z.,
Koehn, J.D., McCartney, M.P., O’Brien, G., Phouthavong, K., Silva, L.G.M., Tob, C.A., Valbo-Jørgensen, J., Vu,
A.V, Whiting, L., Wibowo, A. & Duncan, P. (2019) Speaking the same language: can the sustainable development
goals translate the needs of inland fisheries into irrigation decisions?
Utomo, A. D., Wibowo, A., Suhaimi, R. A., Atminarso, D., & Baumgartner, L.J. (2019) Challenges balancing fisheries resource management and river development in Indonesia.
Cooper, B., Crase, L. & Baumgartner, L.J. (2019) Estimating benefits and costs: a case of fish passages in Lao
PDR and the development of the Lower Mekong Fishway Support Tool.
Salalila, A., Deng, Z.D., Martinez, J.J., Lu, J., & Baumgartner, L.J. (2019) Evaluation of a fish-friendly self-cleaning
horizontal irrigation screen using autonomous sensors.
Conallin, J.C., Baumgartner, L.J., Lunn, Z., Akester, M., Win, N., Tun, N.N., Nyunt, M.M.M., Swe, A, M., Chan,
N. & Cowx, I.G. (2019) Migratory fishes in Myanmar rivers and wetlands: challenges for sustainable development
between irrigation water control infrastructure and sustainable inland capture fisheries.
Stuart, I., Sharpe, C., Stanislawski, K., Parker, A. & Mallen-Cooper, M. (2019) From an irrigation system to an ecological asset: adding environmental flows establishes recovery of a threatened fish species.
Navarro, A., Boys, C. A., Robinson, W., Baumgartner, L.J., Miller, B., Deng, Z. D., & Finlayson, C.M. (2019).
Tolerable ranges of fluid shear for early life-stage fishes: implications for safe fish passage at hydropower and
irrigation infrastructure.
Tonkin, Z., Stuart, I., Kitchingman, A., Thiem, J.D., Zampatti, B., Hackett, G., Koster, W., Koehn, J., Morrongiello,
J., Mallen-Cooper, M. & Lyon, J. (2019) Hydrology and water temperature influence recruitment dynamics of the
threatened silver perch Bidyanus bidyanusin in a regulated lowland river.
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Culas, R. & Timsina, K.P. (2019).
Land use and profitability in wheat
production: The Australian wheatsheep zone, International Journal of
Food and Agricultural Economics 7:
107-126.
Hunga, H.G.& Culas, R.J. (2019)
Impact of agricultural policies on
crop productivity and food security
in Malawi, 1964-2014, International
Journal of Food and Agricultural
Econmics 7: 175-199.    
Kunnen, M., Dionigi, R.A., Litchfield,
C. & Moreland, A. (2019) My desire
to play was stronger than my fear
of re-injury’: athlete perspectives of
psychological readiness to return
to soccer following anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction surgery,
Annals of Leisure Research
Asbridge, E.F., Bartolo, R., Finlayson, C.M., Lucas, R.M., Rogers, K.,
& Woodroffe, C.D. (2019) Assessing
the distribution and drivers of mangrove dieback in Kakadu National
Park, northern Australia. Estuarine,
Coastal and Shelf Science, 228,
106353.
Foran, B., Smith, M. S., Burnside,
D., Andrew, M., Blesing, D., Forrest,
K., & Taylor, J. (2019) Australian
rangeland futures: Time now for systemic responses to interconnected
challenges. Rangeland Journal, 4:
271-292.
Hodges, J., Price, J.N., Nimmo,
D.G. & Guja, L. (2019) Evidence for
direct effects of fire-cues on germination of some perennial forbs common
in grassy ecosystems. Austral Ecology
Humphries, P., McCasker, N., King,
A., Kopf, R.K., Price, A., Stoffels,
R. & Zampatti B. (2019) Riverscape
recruitment: a conceptual synthesis of fish recruitment processes in
rivers. Canadian Journal of Fisheries
and Aquatic Resources.
Kopf, R.K., Nimmo, D.G., Ritchie,
E.G., & Martin, J.K. (2019) Science
communication in a post-truth world:
promises and pitfalls. Frontiers in
Ecology and the Environment, 17:
310-312.
Liu, X., Watts, R. J., Howitt, J. A.,
& McCasker, N. (2019) Carbon and

nutrient release from experimental
inundation of agricultural and forested floodplain soil and vegetation:
influence of floodplain land use on
the development of hypoxic blackwater during floods. Marine and Freshwater Research.
Lymn, J. (2019) Migration Histories,
National Memory, and Regional Collections. M/C Journal - A Journal of
Media and Culture, 22.
Massaro, M., Davidson, R.S.,
Freire, R. & Davis, L.S. (2019)
Revisiting the influence of aggressive interactions on the survival of
the first-laid egg in crested penguins
(genus Eudyptes). Journal Avian
Biology, 50
Small, F., Mehmet, M. & Miles, M.
P. (2019) Applying a causal ambush
marketing framework to social
media: The ‘Pleasure is Diverse’
campaign and the Australian marriage amendment. Australasian
Marketing Journal.
Hansen, N.A., Driscoll, D.A.,
Michael, D.R. & Lindenmayer,
D.B. (2019) Movement patterns of
an arboreal gecko in fragmented
agricultural landscapes reveal matrix
avoidance. Animal Conservation
Tingley, R., Macdonald, S.L., Mitchell, N.J., Woinarski, J.C.Z., Meiri, S.,
Bowles, P., Cox, N.A, Shea, G.A.,
Böhm, M., Chanson, J., Tognelli,
M.F., Harris, J., Walke, C., Harrison,
N., Victor, S., Woods, C., Amey, A.P.,
Bamford, M., Catt, G., Clemann, N.,
Couper, P.J., Cogger, H., Cowan, M.,
Craig, M.D., Dickman, C.R., Doughty, P., Ellis, R., Fenner, A., Ford,
S., Gaikhorst, G., Gillespie, G.T.,
Greenlees, M.J., Hobson, R., Hoskin,
C.J., How, R., Hutchinson, M.N.,
Lloyd, R., McDonald, P., Melville,
J., Michael, D.R., Moritz, C., Oliver,
P.M., Peterson, G., Robertson, P.,
Sanderson, C., Somaweera, T.,
Teale, T., Valentine, L., Vanderduys,
E., Venz, M., Wapstra, E., Wilson, S.
& Chapple, D.J. (2019) Geographic
and taxonomic patterns of extinction
risk in Australian squamates. Biological Conservation 238
Moore, H.A., Dunlop, J.A., Valentine,
L.E., Woinarski. J.C.Z., Ritchie, E.G.,
Watson, D.M. & Nimmo, D. (2019)
Topographic ruggedness and rainfall

mediate geographic range contraction of a threatened marsupial
predator. Diversity and Distributions, 00: 1– 14.
O’Sullivan, D. (2019) Whose
politics and which science: beyond
the colonial in liberal political
theory, Australian Journal of Political
Science, 54: 396-406.
Pawar, M., Hugman, R., Anscombe,
A.W. & Alexandra, A. (2019) Searching for Virtue Ethics: A survey of
social work ethics curriculum and
educators. The British Journal of
Social Work.
Pawar, M. (2019) Editorial. The International Journal of Community and
Social Development, 1 (2).
Pawar, M. (2019) Tim Lindsey,
Headwinds of Opportunity: A Compass for Sustainable Innovation.
The International Journal of Community and Social Development, 1:
184–187.
Komatsu, K.J., Avolio, M.L., Lemoine, N.P., Isbell, F., Grman, E.,
Houseman, G.R., Koerner, S.E.,
Johnson, D.S., Wilcox, K.R., Alatalo, J.M., Anderson, J.P., Aerts, R.,
Baer, S.G., Baldwin, A.H., Bates,
J., Beierkuhnlein, C., Belote, R.T.,
Blair, J., Bloor, J.M.G., Bohlen,
P.J., Bork, E.W., Boughton, E. H.,
Bowman, W.D., Britton, A.J., Cahill,
J.F., Chaneton, E., Chiariello, N.R.,
Cheng, J., Collins, S.L., Cornelissen, J.H.C., Du, G., Eskelinen,
A., Firn, J., Foster, B., Gough,
L. , Gross, K. , Hallett, L.M., Han,
X., Harmens, H. , Hovenden, M.J.,
Jagerbrand, A., Jentsch, A., Kern, C.,
Klanderud, K., Knapp, A.K., Kreyling, J., Li, W., Luo, Y., McCulley,
R.L., McLaren, J.R., Megonigal, J.P.,
Morgan, J. W., Onipchenko, V., Pennings, S.C., Prevéy, J.S., Price, J.N.,
Reich, P.B., Robinson, C.H.,Russell,
F.L., Sala, O.E., Seabloom, E.W.,
Smith, M.D., Soudzilovskaia, N.A.,
Souza, L., Suding, K., Suttle, K.B.,
Svejcar, T., Tilman, D., Tognetti,
P., Turkington, R., White, S., Xu,
Z., Yahdjian, L., Yu, Q., Zhang, P.
& Zhang, Y. (2019) Global change
effects on plant communities are
magnified by time and the number of
global change factors imposed. Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences 116:17867-17873.
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Price, J.N., Good, M.K., Schultz, N,
L., Guja, L.K. & Morgan, J.W. (2019)
Multivariate drivers of diversity in
temperate Australian native grasslands. Australian Journal of Botany,
Invited Turner Review.
Jackson, K., Roberts, R. & McKay,
R. (2019) Older people’s mental
health in rural areas: Converting
policy into service development,
service access and a sustainable
workforce. Australian Journal Rural
Health. 27: 358– 365.
Herring, M.W., Robinson, W.,
Zander, K.K. & Garnett, S.T. (2109)
Rice fields support the global stronghold for an endangered waterbird.
Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment.
Schoeman, J., Allan, C. & Finlayson, C.M. (2019) Exploring the Multiple Meanings of Adaptive Management: A Case Study of the Lachlan
Catchment in the Murray–Darling
Basin. Environmental Management.
Turner, J.M. (2019) The interrelationship between torpor expression and
nest site use of western and eastern
pygmy-possums (Cercartetus spp.).
Australian Mammalogy.
Waudby, H.P., Petit, S. & Gill, M.
(2019) The scientific, financial, and
ethical implications of three common
wildlife trapping designs. Wildlife
Research.
Hand, C.E., Znidersic, E. & Tegeler,
A.K. (2019) First Documentation
of Eastern Black Rails (Laterallus
jamaicensis jamaicensis) Breeding in
South Carolina, USA in More Than a
Century, Waterbirds 42: 237-241.

Conference papers and proceedings
Bridges, D., Wulff, E., Bamberry,
L., Jenkins, S. & Krivokapicskoko, B. (2019) Preparing students
for gender equity in the workplace
of tomorrow. Paper presented at the
28th National VET Research Conference ‘No Frills’, The student journey:
Skilling for Life. 10-12 July, TAFE SA,
Adelaide.
Wulff, E., Bridges, D., Jenkins, S.,
Bamberry, L. & Krivokapic-skoko,

B. (2019) Harnessing social and
cultural capital for life skills – women
who can ‘talk the tools’ and ‘walk the
work’. Paper presented at the 28th
National VET Research Conference
‘No Frills’, The student journey: Skilling for Life. TAFE SA, Adelaide, July
10-12.
Jenkins, S., Bridges, D., Bamberry,
L. & Krivokapic-Skoko, B. (2019)
Attracting and retaining women into
male dominated trades. Paper submitted to the Far West NSW Future
Skills Conference, NSW Department
of Education, June 25-26.
Krivokapic-Skoko, B., Collins, J.
& Watson, K. (2019) Being Global
and Being Regional: African female
refugees setting up and running an
enterprise in non-metropolitan Australia. XXVIII European Society for
Rural Sociology Congress, Trondheim, Norway, June 25-28.
Krivokapic-Skoko, B., Radford, D.,
Soong, H., Roberts, R. & Hetz, H.
(2019) Exploring the positive impact
of refugees in society: Social, cultural and economic contributions of
Hazara Afghan humanitarian immigrants in the suburban and regional
South Australia. XXVIII European
Society for Rural Sociology Congress, Trondheim, Norway, June
25-28.
Li, Z. & Li, M. (2019) Accuracy verification of a 2D adaptive mesh refinement method using backward facing
step flows of low Reynolds numbers.
10th international conference on
computational methods (ICCM2019),
Singapore, July 9-13.

can we gull the gullible). Keynote
speech paper presented Australian
Society for Sport History Conference,
at Bathurst, July 2-4.
Massaro, M. (2019) Post-reintroduction distribution and habitat preferences of a spatially limited island bird
species. Paper presented at Australasian Ornithological Congress,
Darwin July 3-5.
Millar, J. & Tenzing, K. (2019)
Two steps forward, one step back:
Enabling collective action to rehabilitate rangeland commons in Bhutan.
Paper presented at the XVII International Association for Study of the
Commons Conference Lima, Peru,
July 2-5.
Pritchard, D. (2019) Water in its
context of ecological and sociocultural systems – opportunities
in heritage policy, practice and
research. International Conference
“Water as Heritage”. Chiayi, Taiwan,
May 27-31.
Pritchard, D. (2019) When two
trends meet: integrating natural and
cultural heritage, and the rising role
of the arts in a policy and institutional
context. Landscapes and legacy
Conference: critical partnerships
between arts, culture and heritage.
Derby, UK, June 26-27.
Robertson, B. (2019) Readable leg
bands made the difference: a banding project on the Pacific Gull Larus
pacificus in South Australia. Paper
presented at Australasian Ornithological Congress, Darwin July 3-5.

Smith, H., Bean, D., Clarke, R.,
Loyn, R., & Greenhill, A. (2019)
Detecting Salmonella in pre-migratory shorebirds in Roebuck Bay; a
natural occurrence or an anthropogenically influenced outbreak? Australasian Ornithological Congress,
Darwin, July 3-5.

Ramos, J. & Millar, J. (2019) Facilitating transition from degraded commons to reforested land and better
livelihoods using voluntary carbon
schemes: Lessons from Timor-Leste.
Paper presented at the XVII International Association for Study of the
Commons Conference Lima, Peru,
July 2-5.
                                                                         
Sarmento, A., Ramos, J. & Millar,
J. (2019) Community forest carbon
schemes in Timor Leste: 20 years
on. Paper presented at the Timor
Studies Association Conference,
June 27-29.

Marino, F. (2019) Popular sports
science: Et larum et credulum (How

Robertson, B. (2019) Is dispersal
propensity linked to genetic “switch-

Loyn, R., Dutson, G., & Menkhorst,
P.(2019) Despotic birds profoundly
affecting ecosystem structure in
flood-prone Black Box woodlands,
Australasian Ornithological Congress, Darwin, July 3-5.
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Mistletoes of Southern Australia: Second Edition
The second edition of Mistletoes of Southern Australia,,
published by CSIRO Publishing, has given its author
Professor David Watson the opportunity to “revise and
expand” his original book first published in 2011.
That book is now out of print and David was invited to
write a second edition.
“There’s a new species added which was described when
the 2011 book came out,” says David, internationally
renown for his research on mistletoes. “But at that time
it was just known in Queensland. However some recent
records show it sneaks into Northern NSW so it just
makes it into the zone of southern Australia.”
Botanical artist Robyn Hulley, who painted all of the
watercolour illustrations for the original book, was commissioned to illustrate the additional species, a hoop pine
specific mistletoe called Gillian’s Mistletoe.
“It’s called hoop pine mistletoe but it’s been found on a
few other hosts since,” says David.
The second edition, which came out in October, contains
lots of new photographs and updated range maps and
text, particularly the ecology section.
“Just to look at, this new edition has more photographs
and a much more higher quality of photographs, partly
from my own photos that I’ve taken since but also
because a really special couple, Roger Fryer and Jill
Newland, [http://www.northqueenslandplants.com/] gave
me free access to their photos to use in the book,” says David.
“Their website is a spectacular resource, but as well as being a Queensland thing, they’re big on mistletoes so
they’ve travelled around the country talking really good photographs of all sorts of obscure ones.”
David described doing the second edition as “an interesting process.”
“It was far simpler when you’ve got something to work with rather than starting just with a blank page,” says David.
“It was actually good fun to revisit the book, fix up things, add little bits and pieces…it was a case of refining, and
it was an enjoyable process. And the franchise has begun. I have a colleague Bob Mathiasen from North Arizona
University who was so impressed with the book that he took a copy to a publisher in the US and said he would
like to do the same thing for North American mistletoes…. he’s been given the go ahead to do so and is basically
using my book as the template.”
*The book, described as “the definitive illustrated guide to all 47 mistletoe species found in southern Australia”
includes new distribution maps and new sections on fire, climate change and mistletoe in urban areas. It also
describes the ecology, life history and cultural significance of mistletoes, their distribution in Australia and around
the world, and practical advice on their management. Purchase of the book is available through CSIRO Publishing
at https://www.publish.csiro.au/book/7857/
es” in a great “speciator”, the silvereyes Zosterops lateralisva. Paper
presented at Australasian Ornithological Congress, Darwin July 3-5.
Watson, D. (2019) Evaluating the
influence of sampling effort on ecological interference. Paper presented
at Australasian Ornithological Congress, Darwin July 3-5.

Waudby, H.P., Petit, S. & Gill, M.
(2019) Evaluation of the ethical,
scientific, and financial performances
of Elliott and pitfall traps for sampling small desert-dwelling mammals. 65th meeting of the Australian Mammal Society, University of
Sydney, July 7 -11.

Waudby, H.P., Earl, G., Petit, S.,
Robinson, G. & Smith, B. (2019)
Poster presentation: social-ecological systems approaches to dingo
management. “The Dingo Dilemma:
Cull, Contain or Conserve”, Forum
of the Royal Zoological Society of
NSW, Taronga Zoo, Sydney, Sept 7.
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Book
Watson, D.H. (2019) Mistletoes of
Spouthern Australia. CSIRO Publishing. (Second Edition)

Book Chapters
Pritchard, D. (2019) Culture and
nature in Multilateral Environmental Agreements – the case of the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.
In: Verschuuren, B. & Brown, S.
Cultural and Spiritual Significance
of Nature in Protected Areas: governance, management and policy.
Routledge.
Pawar, M. (2019). Community
development approaches, activities
and issues. In Sarah Todd and Julie
Drolet, Social Work, Community
Practice and Social Development in
Social Work. Springer.

Reports
Bridges, D., Krivokapic-Skoko, B.,
Bamberry, L., Jenkins, S. & Wulff,
E. (2019) ‘A trade of one’s own’
Regional NSW stakeholder findings
- barriers and proposed solutions
for women in the manual trades.
Charles Sturt University.
Bourke, G., Michael. D., Spencer,
J., Amos, C. & Wassens, S. (2019)
Long Term Intervention Monitoring Project, Murrumbidgee System
Selected Area, Progress Report
number 20, June 2019. Charles Sturt
University, Institute for Land, Water
and Society. Prepared for the Commonwealth Environmental Water
Office.
Conallin, J. & Baumgartner, L.
(2019) Myanmar Fish Passage Initiative: Crawford Fund Masterclass in
Fish Passage Engineering Design,
Construction, Ecology and Monitoring. Report prepared for the Crawford Fund
Earl, G. & Allan, C. (2019) Murray
Landcare Collective and Murray
Regional Landcare Facilitator project
2014-2018. ILWS Report No 124
Thorncraft, G., Baumgartner, L.J.,
Vorsane, P., Robinson, W.R. &
Ning, N. (2019) Preliminary fish passage report. National University of
Laos and Charles Sturt University.

Vu, A., Baumgartner, L., Howitt, J.
& Limburg, A. (2019) In search of the
elusive “Mekong Salmon”. Report
prepared for the National Geographic.

O’Sullivan, D. (2019) Indigenous
people no longer have the legal right
to say no to the Adani mine - here’s
what it means for equality, The Conversation, September 5.

Wassens, S., Bourke, G., Spencer,
J., Amos, C., & Michael, D. (2019)
Long Term Intervention Monitoring Project, Murrumbidgee System
Selected Area, Progress Report
Number 19, April 2019. Charles Sturt
University, Institute for Land, Water
and Society. Prepared for the Commonwealth Environmental Water
Office.

Wangchuk, S. (2019) Can we question our food self-sufficiency wish?
www.kuenselonline.com July 6.

Commentaries
Turner, J.M. (2019) Environmental
warming leaves fish all at sea. Journal of Experimental Biology 222.
Turner, J.M. (2019) It’s a small world
on a hot leaf. Journal of Experimental Biology.
Turner, J.M. (2019) Nocturnal living beats the heat. Journal of
Experimental Biology 222

Wangchuk, S. (2019) Bhutan and
global top 10 biodiversity hotspots: A
“fact” check. www.kuenselonline.com
July 13.
Wangchuk, S. (2019) Forests: Natural capital or exploitable resources.
Kuensel online , August 10.

Other
Michael, D. (2019) Removal of critical rock habitat threatens biodiversity. Hot Topics in Ecology, Ecological Society of Australia. https://www.
ecolsoc.org.au/hot-topics/removalcritical-rock-habitat-threatens-biodiversity

Book review
Turner, J.M. (2019) A Bat’s End:
The Christmas Island Pipistrelle and
Extinction in Australia, John Woinarski. Ecological Management and
Restoration 20: 171-172.

Opinion/Commentary
Humphries, P. & Kopf, R.K. (2019)
Memo to the environment minister:
a river does need all its water. The
Conversation, June 20.
O’Sullivan, D. (2019) How to
improve health outcomes for Indigenous people by making space for
self determination. The Conversation
July 11.
Herring, M., Zander, K., Garnett, S.
& Robinson, W. (2019) Meet the
endangered Bunyip bird living in
Australia’s rice paddies. The Conversation, July 16.
O’Sullivan, D. (2019) Australian
democracy demands proper debate.
Open Forum, August 20.
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